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Welcome to tvONE™ Help
Welcome to tvONE Help, the place to get help with your:

n CORIOmaster™

n CORIOmaster mini™

n CORIOmaster micro™

n CORIOgrapher™

n Encoder-100

This document is also available as online help. To open the online help, select in CORIOgrapher™ and
search, or ask a question.

Meet CORIOmaster™
Thanks for buying this CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, or CORIOmaster micro™. CORIOmaster™ connects to
a wide range of sources and displays, and works with CORIOgrapher™ software to allow you to build dynamic
video walls with an easy-to-use visual interface.

Output up to four video walls to monitors, LED screens, and projectors, including devices that support 4K

Wide range of inputs, including DVI, SDI, HDBaseT™, 4K, and streaming media

Audio support with CORIOmaster micro™

Combination of different size and resolution of displays can be used

Adjustable bezel compensation

Edge blending of projectors

Up-down-cross conversion

Control your video wall with CORIOgrapher™, IP, or serial connection

Horizontal alignment on analog PC inputs

AMX & Crestron modules available

CORIOmaster™: 4RU frame size

CORIOmaster mini™: 1RU frame size

CORIOmaster micro™: 1RU half rack size, up to two video walls

Meet CORIOgrapher™
CORIOgrapher V2.5 is packed with features to help you create and manage your video walls.

Simple, powerful, software interface

Save window configurations as presets and transition between presets

Rotate outputs in 1° increments

Manage streaming media

Custom resolution editor with resolutions auto detected on inputs, and selectable on the outputs

See your changes instantly with immediate mode

Undo and redo your work

Position your displays and windows with pixel-precision
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Setting up your CORIOmaster™
This section contains everything you need to know about installing and setting up your video wall with
CORIOmaster™ and CORIOgrapher™.

In this section

Quick start 4
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About your CORIOmaster mini™ 12

About your CORIOmaster micro™ 13

About the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™ 14
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Network settings 59
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Configuring network settings for your CORIOmaster™ 59

Configuring network settings for streamingmedia 60

Playlist settings 62
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Encoders and streams settings 64

Managing encoders and streams 64
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Quick start
This Quick Start Guide gives you an overview of the steps involved in setting up a video wall with your
CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, or CORIOmaster micro™ hardware and CORIOgrapher™ software.

1. Plan your video wall. What do you want your video wall to look like? What equipment do you need to
achieve this?

At the back of this guide is a plan that you can fill out.

Read more about planning a video wall on page 38.

Video tearing
Using a mixture of display sizes and/or resolutions can cause video tearing. For best results,make sure all your displays use the
same frame rate.

2. Install your hardware.

a. Position your displays.
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b. Connect your displays and sources to your output and input modules. Connect the LAN port of the CPU
module to your network.

OPTIONAL: If you have a CORIOmaster micro™, connect a digital audio device to the S/PDIF audio
output.

c. Power on your CORIOmaster™.

Read more about installing hardware on page 39.

3. Install CORIOdiscover™ and CORIOgrapher™.

Your CORIOmaster™ comes with a USB drive, which contains software for installing CORIOdiscover™ and
CORIOgrapher™.

Request the latest version of the CORIOgrapher™ software from the Downloads tab at
tvone.com/new-coriographer-videowall-design-software.

http://www.tvone.com/new-coriographer-videowall-design-software
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4. Open CORIOgrapher™ and select your CORIOmaster™. Enter your username and password to log in, and
select Read to load your configuration.

The default username is admin, and the default password is adminpw.

Read about what to do if you can't find your CORIOmaster™ in the list on page 113.

If you aren't connected to a CORIOmaster™, you can create an offline configuration for your device.

Themedia player of the Streamingmedia and 4Kplaybackmodule is not available when you work in an offline configuration.

Read more about your first steps with CORIOgrapher™ on page 43.
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5. Optional, but recommended: name your input and output ports.

Select > Slot Status. Give each port a name that describes the device connected to it.

Read more about naming input and output ports on page 45.

6. On the wall editor, add your displays, and arrange them to match your video wall.

Select Wall Editor > (DISPLAYS) Add, and drag your displays onto the wall editor. Drag the displays into
place.

Create a rough arrangement at this stage. When you have tested your video wall you canmake your
arrangement more accurate.

Read more about creating a basic video wall on page 46.

7. Add a window and scale it to cover the whole video wall.

Select Wall Editor > (WINDOWS) Add, and drag a window onto the wall editor. Drag the edges until it
covers all of your displays. Select Take to send the video wall to your CORIOmaster™.
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8. Check that your video wall looks correct.

Make sure that the source for the window is playing, and check that the picture is assembled correctly.

Not the source you were expecting, blue screen,
display keeps dropping signal, or no image.

Possible causes:

n Source connected incorrectly

n Input ports named incorrectly

n Source not playing

n Source resolution not supported

n Display does not support HDCP

n Source does not support the required number of
HDCP keys

n Poor quality or damaged cables

Source correct, connected, and playing.

Image appears in the wrong places.

Possible causes:

n Displays arranged incorrectly in CORIOgrapher™

n Output ports named incorrectly

n Displays connected incorrectly

Source and displays connected and arranged
correctly.

9. Repeat step 7 to add windows for all of your sources. Check that all your sources and displays work as
expected.

10. OPTIONAL: if you have a CORIOmaster micro™, you can test the audio for each window. From the wall
editor, select Audio and select each window in turn from Audio Follows.
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You should hear the audio from the source playing in that window.

Read about what to do if you cant hear audio on page 119.

Read more about testing your video wall on page 47.

Read troubleshooting advice on page 111.

Next steps
Congratulations, your video wall is set up! You can now make your video wall more accurate, configure the
best quality settings, and add transitions and effects.

If your CORIOmaster™ contains one or more Streaming media and 4K playback input modules, you need to set
those up too.

Read about setting up Streaming media and 4K playback input modules on page 17.
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Get to know your products
Learn about the features and functions of your hardware.

In this section

About your CORIOmaster™ 10

About your CORIOmaster mini™ 12

About your CORIOmaster micro™ 13

About the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™ 14

About modules 15

About your Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module 16

Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module - quick start guide 17

About your Encoder-100 23

Encoder-100 - quick start guide 25

Configuring your Encoder-100 31

Restoring factory default settings on your Encoder-100 37

Hardware recommendations 37

About your CORIOmaster™
CORIOmaster™ connects to a wide range of sources and displays, and works with CORIOgrapher™ software to
allow you to build dynamic video walls with an easy-to-use visual interface.

Slots

Your CORIOmaster™ has 16 slots that can contain input or output modules. You can have up to 14 input modules
and up to 14 output modules. Of the 14 input modules, up to five can be Streaming media and 4K playback
input modules.

In a CORIOmaster™, slots 1 and 2 can only contain input modules, and slots 15 and 16 can only contain output
modules. Only slots 4, 8, 5, 1, and 3 can contain Streaming media and 4K playback input modules. Install
Streaming media and 4K playback input modules in the order shown here.

We recommend that you group your input and output modules. Add input modules from slot 1 upwards, and
add output modules from slot 16 downwards.
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CORIOmaster™ rear panel

Input module (black) Connect to sources

Output module (white) Connect to displays

CPUmodule

Connect to your network with Ethernet

Optional: connect to serial controller with RS-232

Optional: connect directly to a PC with Ethernet or RS-232

Optional second PSU, sold separately Optional: connect to electrical outlet

Sealed slots Not available for use

Power supply unit (PSU) Connect to electrical outlet
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About your CORIOmaster mini™
This guide uses the name CORIOmaster™ to mean CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, and CORIOmaster
micro™ systems, unless specifically stated.

Slots

Your CORIOmaster mini™ has six slots that can contain input or output modules. You can have up to five input
modules and up to five output modules. Of the five input modules, up to two can be Streaming media and 4K
playback input modules.

In a CORIOmaster mini™, slot 6 can only contain an input module. Only slots 1 and 2 can contain Streaming
media and 4K playback input modules.

Risk of poor performance
Avoid fitting an inputmodule in slot 4.

CORIOmaster mini™ rear panel

Power supply unit (PSU) Connect to electrical outlet

CPUmodule

Connect to your network with Ethernet

Optional: connect to serial controller with RS-232

Optional: connect directly to a PC with Ethernet or RS-232

Output module (white) Connect to displays

Input module (black)
Connect to sources

Note: slot 6 is a fixed input slot, included with every CORIOmaster mini™.
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About your CORIOmaster micro™
This guide uses the name CORIOmaster™ to mean CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, and CORIOmaster
micro™ systems, unless specifically stated.

Slots

Your CORIOmaster micro™ has three slots that can contain input or output modules. You can have up to two
input modules and up to two output modules.

CORIOmaster micro™ rear panel

S/PDIF audio output Connect to audio device with RCA

Power supply input Connect to an electrical outlet with PSU

Input module (black) Connect to sources

Output module (white) Connect to displays

CPUmodule

Connect to your network with Ethernet

Optional: connect to serial controller with RS-232

Optional: connect directly to a PC with Ethernet or RS-232

CORIOmaster micro™ mounting accessories
You canmount your CORIOmaster micro™ to a surface, rack, or ONErack system with our mounting
accessories, sold separately. Ask your distributor about:

n RM-503-1RK-MODONErack mounting module for CORIOmaster micro™

n RM-503-1RU-DUAL rack mounting kit for one or two CORIOmaster micro™ units

n RM-503-SRF surface mounting kit for CORIOmaster micro™
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About the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™
You can use the buttons of the front panel to load presets, choose which window to hear, change the source
playing in a window, and lock the buttons.

By default, the buttons correspond to the first eight presets, sources, or windows in your system. You can
choose which button corresponds to which preset, source, or window.

Read more about mapping the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™ on page 56.

The buttons light up different colors depending on the mode and status of your CORIOmaster micro™.

Colors of buttons

Buttons are
lit dimly
orange

The CORIOmaster micro™ is in preset selection
mode.

Button is lit
more
brightly

The preset corresponding to button 6 is active.

Buttons are
not lit

Buttons 7 and 8 do not have corresponding
presets.

Buttons are
lit dimly
green

The CORIOmaster micro™ is in source selection
mode.

Button is lit
more
brightly

The source corresponding to button 2 is playing in
the active window. You hear the audio from the
active window.

Buttons are
not lit

Buttons 7 and 8 do not have corresponding
sources.

Buttons 2
and 3 are lit
red

The buttons of the CORIOmaster micro™ are
locked.

Selecting the active window
You hear the active window, and you can change the source for the active window.

n To select the active window, press and hold the button corresponding to that window until it starts flashing.

Selecting a window to hear
When a window is active, you hear the audio from that window.

n To select a window to hear, press and hold the button corresponding to that window until it starts flashing.

Selecting a preset or source
n To select a preset or source, press and release the button corresponding to that preset or source.
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Changing between preset and source selection mode
n Press and hold buttons 1 and 5 until they start flashing.

The buttons change color.

About modules
CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, and CORIOmaster micro™ support six types of input module, and five
types of output module. Eachmodule supports specific connections, but our range of adapters means you
can connect almost any type of source or display to your CORIOmaster™.

Input modules
Module Product number Connections

4K 30/60 HDMI input module CM-HDMI-4K-2IN 2 x HDMI up to 4096x2160 @30 or 

1 x HDMI up to 4096x2160 @60 Hz

HDMI and HDCP compatible

Universal DVI CORIOmaster™ input
module

CM-DVIU-2IN 2 x DVI-U (HDCP compliant)

3G-SDI CORIOmaster™ input
module

CM-3GSDI-2IN 2 x 3G/HD/SD-SDI using BNC

For co-axial cables

HD/SD-SDI CORIOmaster™ input
module

CM-HDSDI-4IN 4 x HD/SD-SDI using BNC

For co-axial cables

HDBaseT™ CORIOmaster™ input
module

CM-HDBT-2IN-1ETH 2 x HDBaseT

For CATx cables

Supports up to 2 x 4K @30Hz, or
1 x 4K @60 Hz

Streaming media and 4K playback
input module

Read more about the Streaming
media and 4K playback input
module on page 16.

CM-AVIP-IN-1USB-1ETH 1 x USB 2.0/3.0

1 x Ethernet

Output modules
Module Product number Connections

3G-SDI CORIOmaster™ scaled
output module

CM-3GSDI-SC-2OUT 2 x 3G/HD/SD-SDI using BNC, with
scaling

For co-axial cables

4K30 scaling output module CM-HDMI-4K-SC-1OUT 1 x HDMI up to 4K @30 Hz (UHD)

DVI-I CORIOmaster™ scaled output
module

CM-DVI-I-SC-2OUT 2 x DVI-I (HDCP compliant)

HDBaseT™ CORIOmaster™ scaled
output module

CM-HDBT-SC-2OUT-1ETH 2 x HDBaseT

For CATx cables
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Power supply module
Module Product number Connections

Redundant PSU for 4RU series
units

CM-4RPS 1 x IEC power cord

Adapters
You can use our adapters to connect any of the following formats to the DVI input and output modules. Unless
stated, you can use all of these adapters with both DVI-I and DVI-Umodules.

Adapter Product number Male connector Female connector

HDMI adapter CMD1941 DVI HDMI

Analog PC adapter ZDH2040 DVI VGA

Analog RGBHV adapter ZDB-2038 DVI Analog RGBHV

YPbPr/YUV adapter ZDR2042 DVI YPbPr/YUV

YPbPr/YUV adapter cable ZDB2044 DVI YPbPr/YUV

YC (S-Video) adapter ZDB2048 DVI-U only 2 x composite video

YC (S-Video) adapter ZDS2046 DVI-U only 4-pin mini-DIN

Composite video adapter ZDC2050 DVI BNC

About your Streaming media and 4K playback input module
The Streaming media and 4K playback input module allows you to decode and play media and images from a
USB drive or internal storage, and video streams from IP sources. Sources include streaming server, and from
any device when used with an IP encoder, such as the Magenta™ Encoder-100.

Features
n Play two simultaneous channels of media, including IP streams

n Play video clips from USB drive up to 4K @30 Hz

n Play single IP streams up to 100 Mb/s

n Play dual IP streams up to 40 Mb/s

n Play still images up to 8K

n Play media from streaming server

n Create and save up to 20 playlists

n Primary channel supports up to 4K @30 Hz

n Secondary channel supports 1080p @60 Hz

n IP streams up to 1080p @60 Hz

n Full resolution and frame rate scaling

n Start playing media when your CORIOmaster™ starts

n Supports USB 2.0 and USB 3.0

n 16 or 128 GB internal storage
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USB 
(LED)

Indicates the status of the USB drive. Greenmeans that the USB drive is working correctly. Red
means that the USB drive is over current.

USB 3.0
USB 2.0

Connect a USB drive to play media directly.

For best results, we recommend using quality USB drives compatible with USB 3.0.

ST1 
(LED)

Indicates the status of the card. Greenmeans that the card is working correctly. Red means that
the card is starting, or that there is a problem.

ST2 
(LED)

Indicates the status of the module. Greenmeans that the module is working correctly. Red means
that the module is starting, or that there is a problem.

LAN Connect an Ethernet cable to play media over IP.

If any status indicator stays red, restart your CORIOmaster™. If that doesn't work, contact tvONE support.
Contact details are at the back of this guide.

Streaming media and 4K playback input module - quick start guide

In this article
n Setting up the Streaming media and 4K playback input module on page 17.

n Connecting to CORIOgrapher™ and choosing network settings on page 19.

n Playing media and streams on page 20.

Setting up the Streaming media and 4K playback input module
1. Connect your cables and power on your CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, or CORIOmaster micro™.

To stream media, connect an Ethernet cable to the Streaming media and 4K playback input module, or
connect a USB drive to play media directly.

For 4Kmedia, use a good quality, high-speed 3.0 USB drive.
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Make sure your CORIOmaster™ is connected to your display devices and to an AC power outlet.

2. Download the latest firmware for your CORIOmaster™ from tvone.com/firmware-updates.

3. Use CORIOdiscover™ to update your firmware.

Read more about updating firmware on page 112.

4. Request the latest version of the CORIOgrapher™ software from the Downloads tab at
tvone.com/new-coriographer-videowall-design-software.

5. Install the latest software.

The latest version of CORIOgrapher™ includes help files. If you need helpwith any of the following steps, select in
CORIOgrapher™ and search, or aska question.

http://www.tvone.com/firmware-updates
http://www.tvone.com/new-coriographer-videowall-design-software
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Connecting to CORIOgrapher™ and choosing network settings
1. Open CORIOgrapher™  , connect to your CORIOmaster™, and read the configuration from your device.

Make sure you have a video wall set up that includes at least one window that uses a source from the
Streaming media and 4K playback input module, and select Take.

2. OPTIONAL: if you only want to play media from a USB drive, you don't need to do this step.

If you want to stream media over IP, choose network settings for your Streaming media and 4K playback
input module.

Select > Module Configuration.

Find the Streaming media and 4K playback module that you want to set up, and select > Configure.
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If you choose DHCP, the network assigns you an IP address.

If you choose a static IP address:

n Enter a value for your IP address and subnet mask.

n If you want to stream from the internet, enter a value for your gateway.

n If you want to refer to a source by name, enter a value for DNS.

Static IP address
If you choose a static IP address,make sure you enter a unique value for your IP address.Using the same IP address for
multiple devices can cause your devices to disconnect.

If you need help with network settings, contact your network administrator.

Playing media and streams
1. Double-click the window you wish to play streaming media, and select (Media Player)  Manage.
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2. Select your media source.

Your media items appear as icons.

Still image Saved stream

Video clip Found encoder

Playlist Found encoder, streaming

Information about the media item appears on the right.

3. OPTIONAL: if you want to stream media, add your streams.

n If you want to stream from an Encoder-100, check that it is encoding. Look for the green spot.
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If the encoder is not encoding, youmight need to start or configure it.

Read more about starting and configuring the Encoder-100 on page 31.

n If you want to stream from the internet, or from an encoder that does not appear in Discovered
encoders, add the stream. Select IP Streams > Add IP Stream and enter a useful name and the URL of
the media stream.

4. Choose a resolution for your media stream.

Read tips and recommendations for choosing the best resolution on page 96.

5. Drag media items and streams into the play queue and use the playback controls to play your media.
Check that the media is playing on your video wall.

6. Use the playback controls start, stop, pause, skip to the next item, and return to the previous item. You can
select and delete media items, or clear the entire play queue.
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To loop the play queue, first stop playback.

7. OPTIONAL: you can save your play queue as a playlist.

You can also create playlists in the playlist editor.

Read about creating and managing playlists on page 87.

Setting up the internal drive
You can save media items from your USB drive to the internal drive.

When you first set up your internal drive, it is useful to copy the entire contents of your USB drive to the internal
drive. All your media items and folders are copied exactly to the internal drive, for pathways up to 480
characters, or fewer, depending on the language you use.

Unsupported items are also copied to the internal drive.You can't see these items but they still take up space.Check that your USB
drive contains only supported items before you start.
See a list of supported items on page 16.

n Select (USB Drive) > Replace all items on the internal drive.

Read about creating and managing playlists on page 93.

About your Encoder-100
The Encoder-100 streaming media encoder allows you to stream high quality video and audio from a range of
sources to the Streaming media and 4K playback input module of your CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, or
CORIOmaster micro™.

Features
n Convert video and audio to high quality digital stream.

n High quality, low bandwidth encoding with H.264 compression.

n Full 1080p HD support at up to 60 frames per second.

n Single channel encoder.

n Supports unicast and multicast streaming.

n HDMI video and audio input and output.

n Analog audio input and output.

n Preview your video signal and stream separately.
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Recommendations
n For best results, use Gb Ethernet cables and equipment.

n In industrial environments, use shielded Ethernet cables.

Shielded Ethernet cables are often marked F/UTP or FTP.

Encoder-100 rear panel

DC 5V Connect to an electrical outlet

LAN Sends encoded signal to your network

Connect to your network with Ethernet

PREVIEW Allows you to preview your encoded signal

Connect to a display with a VGA cable

HDMI OUT Allows you to preview your encoded signal

Connect to a display with an HDMI cable

HDMI IN Receives video and digital audio signal from a source

Connect to a source with an HDMI cable

AUDIO OUT Allows you to preview your audio signal

Connect a speaker with a 3.5 mm jack audio cable

AUDIO IN Receives analog audio from a source

Connect a 3.5 mm jack audio cable

Note: audio is supported by CORIOmaster micro™ only
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Encoder-100 - quick start guide

It's easy to get startedwith the Encoder-100,but if you wantmore helpwith any of these steps, select in CORIOgrapher™ and
search, or aska question.

The Encoder-100 cannot encodeHDCPencoded sources.

Before you start
To use an Encoder-100, youmust have a Streaming media and 4K playback input module installed in your
CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, or CORIOmaster micro™.

Setting up the Encoder-100
Connect your cables.

A. Connect the power supply to an electrical outlet.

B. Connect an Ethernet cable to a DHCP-enabled network, or, connect an Ethernet cable directly to a DHCP-
enabled PC.

C. Connect an HDMI™ cable to the video source that you wish to stream.

For example, you could connect a camera, an endoscope, or a media player.

n OPTIONAL: if you want to stream analog audio, or preview your audio, connect a 3.5 mm jack audio cable.

n OPTIONAL: if you want to see a preview of your stream, connect a VGA cable to PREVIEW, or an HDMI
cable to HDMI OUT, and to a display.

The power connector is a latching power connector.
To remove the power connector from your
Encoder-100, slide the sleeve backward.
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Configuring the Encoder-100 with CORIOgrapher™

The Encoder-100 uses DHCP.Before you configure your Encoder-100,make sure DHCP is enabled on your PC.

1. Open CORIOgrapher™  , connect to your CORIOmaster™, and read the configuration from your device.

2. Set up a video wall that includes at least one window playing the Streaming media and 4K playback input
module, and select Take.
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3. Double-click the window you wish to play streaming media, and select (Media Player)  Manage.

4. Select IP Streams, select your Encoder-100, and select Manage.

n When you first connect, your Encoder-100 is named with its Device ID. Find the Device ID on the bottom
of your Encoder-100.

n If your Encoder-100 isn't displayed, select Find and enter the URL of your Encoder-100.

n If you can't find or connect to your Encoder-100, read troubleshooting advice on page 122.
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5. Select System, and name your Encoder-100.

Names can be up to 62 characters long, and can't be blank.

6. Select Network, and choose network settings for your Encoder-100.

n If you choose DHCP, the network assigns you an IP address.

n If you choose a static IP address, enter a value for your IP address, subnet mask, and gateway.

If you need help with network settings, contact your network administrator.

Static IP address
If you choose a static IP address,make sure you enter a unique value for your IP address.Using the same IP address for
multiple devices can cause your devices to disconnect.Contact your networkadministrator for help.

7. Select Capture, and check that your audio source is correct.

Risk of delayed signal
If your HDMI™ video doesn't contain embedded audio, select None or Analog from Audio.
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8. Select Encode, and choose a profile.

The profile you choose depends on the bandwidth of your connection and your quality requirements. The
default settings produce a high quality stream.
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9. Select Status > Start encoding.

Read more about configuring encoders on page 31.

Playing streaming media
Select IP Streams and drag the stream from your Encoder-100 into the play queue. Use the playback controls
to play your media.

Read more about playing streaming media on page 78.
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Configuring your Encoder-100
You can configure your Encoder-100 for first use, start and stop encoding, and change your settings in
Encoder settings. CORIOgrapher™ automatically detects all Encoder-100 units on your network.

To open Encoder settings for a specific Encoder-100
1. Double-click a window playing streaming media, and select (Media Player) Manage.

2. Select IP Streams, select your Encoder-100, and select Manage.

When you first connect, your Encoder-100 is named with its Device ID. Find the Device ID on the bottom of
your Encoder-100.

If you can't see your Encoder-100 in the list, select Find and enter the IP address of the encoder.
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Naming your Encoder-100
Select System, and enter a name for your Encoder-100. Names can be up to 62 characters long, and can't be
blank.

Configuring network settings
Select Network, and choose network settings for your Encoder-100.

n If you choose DHCP, the network assigns you an IP address.

n If you choose a static IP address, enter a value for your IP address, subnet mask, and gateway.

If you need help with network settings, contact your network administrator.

Static IP address
If you choose a static IP address,make sure you enter a unique value for your IP address.Using the same IP address for multiple
devices can cause your devices to disconnect.Contact your networkadministrator for help.
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Starting and stopping encoding
n To start encoding, select Status > Start encoding.

n To stop encoding, select Status > Stop encoding.

You can also start and stop encoding from Media Browser.

Configuring audio
This task is optional.

Audio is only supported by CORIOmaster micro™.

The Encoder-100 can receive digital audio by HDMI and analog audio by 3.5 mm jack. You can choose which
source to include in your stream in Capture. The default audio source is HDMI.

Risk of delayed signal
If your HDMI™ video doesn't contain embedded audio, select None or Analog from Audio.

If you choose to include analog audio, choose an appropriate sample rate. The default sample rate is 48.0
kHz.
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Changing the port number
This task is optional.

You can change the port number of your Encoder-100 in Stream.

Multicasting
This task is optional.

You can configure multicasting in Stream.

Group address
Enter the address of the group of devices to receive the stream.

We recommend you use addresses in the range 224.2.0.1 to 224.2.255.255.

Time to live
Enter a value between 1 and 255.

Contact your network administrator for recommended time to live values.

Time to live is an advanced setting, for experienced users only.Contact your networkadministrator for help.
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Restarting your Encoder-100
If you're having problems, you can restart your Encoder-100. You don't need to restart your Encoder-100 when
you change your settings.

n Select System > Reboot.

Finding the address of your stream
If you want to save your encoder as a saved stream, or your encoder doesn't appear in Discovered encoders,
you need to know the address of your stream.

Find the address of your stream in Stream or Status.

Read more about saving streams on page 78.
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Finding the serial number and firmware version of your Encoder-100
n Find the serial number and firmware version of your Encoder-100 in System .

You can also manage your encoders in Settings > IP Streams.

Read more on page 64.

Restoring factory default settings on your Encoder-100
To restore factory default settings, use a paperclip or other slim object to press and hold the reset button on
the front of the Encoder-100 until the LED light turns orange.

Hardware recommendations
At tvONE™, we design our products to the highest quality standards. To get the best results from our products,
we recommend that you use the best quality connectors, cables, and adapters. Consider the points below
when you choose accessories and position equipment.

n For best results with HDMI/DVI, use cables under 15 m long, or shorter if you use connection adapters. If
you need to place your products more than 15 m apart, use a signal extender.

See our range of signal extenders at tvone.com/signal-extension-systems.

n For best results with HDMI, use High Speed or Premium High Speed HDMI cables.

n In industrial environments, use shielded Ethernet cables.

Shielded Ethernet cables are often marked F/UTP or FTP.

n Use good quality USB drives compatible with USB 3.0.

http://www.tvone.com/signal-extension-systems
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Planning and installing video walls
The first step towards creating a video wall with your CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, or CORIOmaster
micro™, is planning and setting up your hardware.

In this section

Planning a videowall 38

Installing videowall hardware 39

Planning a video wall
It's really helpful to write a plan before you start installing. A plan saves you time and effort later, and helps you
make sure you have all the equipment you need.

There's a printable plan at the back of this guide.

If you can't print and fill out the plan, think about the following questions:

Overall effect
n What do you want your video wall to look like?

n How large is your video wall?

n What do you want to accomplish?

Displays

Video tearing
Using a mixture of display sizes and/or resolutions can cause video tearing. For best results,make sure all your displays use the
same frame rate.

n How many displays do you need?

n What sizes are the displays?

n What are the bezel sizes of the displays?

n What is the native resolution of each display?

n Do you need displays that support HDCP (High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection)?

n How many projectors do you need?

n Do you need to blend the edges of displays?

n How much overlap do you need?

Sources or inputs
n What types of source do you need?

n What is the native resolution of each source?

n What is the frame rate of each source?

n Will the sources be available at all times that the video wall is operating?

n Is there any switching or processing before the source reaches your CORIOmaster™?

Windows
n How many windows do you need to create the effect you want?

Include all windows, even those that are not active all the time.

n What level of quality do you need for each window?
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In most cases, you can't have the highest quality for all your windows. Which windows can be lower
quality?

What is a window?

A window is a container for a source input. You can have multiple windows playing the same source. You
can resize, move, and rotate windows in the video wall editor.

Presets
n Do you want to use presets in your video wall?

n What type of control system will you use to operate the video wall and change between presets?

What is a preset?

A preset stores information about windows, including positions, transitions, and effects such as borders or
rotation. You can save presets and recall them later from the dashboard, or using the buttons of your
CORIOmaster micro™.

Installing video wall hardware
Once you have planned and collected your hardware, you can set it up. First, install your displays and place
your sources. Then connect your displays to your output modules and your sources to your input modules.

Who can do this?
Anyone can do this task, but we recommend that you consult a qualified AV installer.

Placing your CORIOmaster™ and video wall
When you decide where to place your hardware, consider these points:

n Availability of electrical outlets

n Distance from CORIOmaster™ to sources and video wall

For best results, use cables under 15 m long, or shorter if you use connection adapters. If you need to place
your CORIOmaster™ more than 15 m away from your video wall or sources, use a signal extender.

Read about our adapters on page 16.

See our range of signal extenders at tvone.com.

n Installation environment

In industrial environments, use shielded Ethernet cables.

http://www.tvone.com/signal-extension-systems
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Position your displays and sources

1. Use your plan to help you position your displays, which can be screens and/or projectors.

Make sure you note all the measurements, so you canmake an accurate video wall in CORIOgrapher™.

2. Position your sources. Follow the advice above when you choose where to put your sources.

3. Connect your displays or projectors to the output modules of your CORIOmaster™.

Keep a note of which display is connected towhich port. You can use this information later when you name inputs and outputs
in CORIOgrapher™.You can also label the inputs and outputs directly.
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4. Connect your sources to the input modules of your CORIOmaster™.

Keep a note of which source is connected towhich port. You can use this information later when you name inputs and outputs
in CORIOgrapher™.

5. Connect your CORIOmaster™ to your network. If you want to control your CORIOmaster™ with a serial
controller, connect a serial controller.

6. Connect your CORIOmaster™ to an electrical outlet and power on.

You can now create your video wall in CORIOgrapher™.
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Setting up a video wall in CORIOgrapher™
When you've finished installing your video wall hardware and connected everything to your CORIOmaster™,
you can create your video wall in CORIOgrapher™.

In this section

About CORIOgrapher™ 42

Getting startedwith CORIOgrapher™ 43

Naming input and output ports 45

Creating a videowall 46

Testing your videowall installation 47

About CORIOgrapher™
CORIOgrapher™ is the software that controls your CORIOmaster™. You can create up to four video walls with
multiple screens and windows, and add transitions and effects for a state-of-the-art dynamic video wall
experience.

CORIOgrapher™:

n Works with PCs running Windows® 7 and 10

n Does not work with touch-screen-only devices, including tablets or phones

n Installs Windows® .NET 4.6, if you don't have it

n Needs 600 MB of disk space during installation

n Is approximately 50 MB in size once installed

To use the preview feature, your PC must have Windows® Media Player installed, and it must have been
launched at least once.

CORIOgrapher™ main areas

Home Home is where you connect to a CORIOmaster™, load a configuration from a file, or create an
offline configuration.

Wall Editor Wall Editor is where you create up to four video walls.

Dashboard Dashboard is where you control the actions of your video walls.

Settings is where you configure your system, network, modules, and more.

opens the online help.
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Getting started with CORIOgrapher™
When you first open CORIOgrapher™, you see the Home window.

n If you've set up your hardware already, you can connect to your CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, or
CORIOmaster micro™ and get information about its configuration of input and output modules.

n If you haven't set up your hardware yet, you can create a configuration offline, or, if you have one, you can
load a configuration from a file. You can save your configuration, and send the configuration to your
CORIOmaster™ later.

Read about setting up hardware on page 39.

To connect to your CORIOmaster™ and get its configuration
The easiest way to get started using CORIOgrapher™ is to get the configuration of inputs and outputs directly
from your CORIOmaster™.

1. From Home, select your CORIOmaster™ from Discovered CORIOmasters.

If your CORIOmaster™ isn't in the list, select Refresh.

If you can't see your CORIOmaster™, read troubleshooting advice on page 113.

2. Enter your administrator login details.

When you first log in as an administrator, enter the username admin and password adminpw.

If Host (IP or COM) doesn't contain an IP address, read troubleshooting advice on page 114.

3. When you have logged in to your CORIOmaster™, select Read to get its configuration.

You can now name your input and output ports.

Read about naming input and output ports on page 45.
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To create a configuration offline
You don't need to be connected to a CORIOmaster™ to create video walls, but you do need to recreate the
configuration of your CORIOmaster™ so that you're using the correct inputs, outputs, and devices.

You can also create offline configurations to help you decide what hardware you need.

1. From Home, select Create an Offline Configuration.

2. On the Configuration Editor window, choose a device, and give your configuration a name.

3. For each slot, choose an input or output module from the list.

n The number of slots available depends on your device.

n You don't have to use all the slots.

n If you are creating a configuration for an existing CORIOmaster™, match your configuration to the
modules of your CORIOmaster™.

n If you are creating a configuration to help you decide what modules you need, there are some
guidelines on where to put your modules.

Read about the configuration of a CORIOmaster™ on page 10.

Read about the configuration of a CORIOmaster mini™ on page 12.

To send a configuration to your CORIOmaster™
You can send a configuration to your CORIOmaster™ from Home. You can either create a configuration offline,
or load a saved configuration.

1. Create or load a configuration.

2. Select Connect to your device and enter your administrator login details.

When you first log in as an administrator, enter the username admin and password adminpw.
3. Select Send.
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Naming input and output ports
You can name the input and output ports for each slot in CORIOgrapher™.

Why should I name input and output ports?
CORIOgrapher™ uses slot identifiers to give each input or output port in each slot a unique name. For example,
the first port in slot 1 is named s1i1 for slot 1 input 1. These unique identifiers tell you the position, but not what is
connected to that input or output.

Naming your ports with something that indicates what is connected to the port can help you identify what is
what in your configuration, and will make it easier for you to see quickly which source is playing in which
window. For example, youmight rename s1i1 to Camera 1.

Naming the input ports of a Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module

The Streaming media and 4K playback input module has two virtual input ports. Each port refers to a play
queue, not to a specific streaming source. If you intend to build play queues with multiple sources, for
example, one or two streaming sources and media items from a USB drive, then consider unique names
such as PlayQueue1 and PlayQueue2. If you intend to always have just one streaming source in a play
queue, then you could use names like WOWZAstream, or LectureTheatreStream.

Naming rules
Names must be unique and start with a letter. They can contain letters, numbers, and underscores, and can be
up to 21 characters long.

To name input and output ports
1. In CORIOgrapher™, select > Slot Status.

2. For each port, enter a useful name.

3. To save your new names, select Wall Editor > Save on Device.

If you are creating an offline configuration, select Wall Editor >  Save to File.
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Creating a video wall
To create a video wall in CORIOgrapher™, you need sources and displays. Make sure you've either loaded
your configuration from your CORIOmaster™, or created an offline configuration.

Read about reading the configuration from your CORIOmaster™ on page 43.

Read about creating an offline configuration on page 44.

To create a video wall
1. From Wall Editor, select (DISPLAYS) > Add.

2. Select a display and drag it onto the video wall.

Repeat this step for each display that you want to use.
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3. Arrange the displays on the video wall until they match your plan.

4. Add windows the same way that you add displays. Select (WINDOWS) > Add.

5. When you are happy with your video wall, select Take and then Save on Device to save your settings on
your CORIOmaster™.

Before you start refining and using your video wall, it's a good idea to test it to make sure everything is
connected properly.

Read about testing your video wall on page 47.

Testing your video wall installation
Once you've created your basic video wall, make sure that you've correctly connected all your hardware, and
named and positioned your displays and windows correctly in CORIOgrapher™.

Testing your videowall is much easier if you've named your input and output ports. It also helps to label your sources and displays.
Readmore on page 45.

1. From Wall Editor, select (WINDOWS) > Add.
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2. Select a source and drag it onto the video wall.

3. Drag the edges of the window until it covers all of your displays.

4. Select Take to send the video wall to your displays.
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5. Check that your video wall looks correct.

Make sure that the source for the window is playing, and check that the picture is assembled correctly.

Not the source you were expecting, blue screen,
display keeps dropping signal, or no image.

Possible causes:

n Source connected incorrectly

n Input ports named incorrectly

n Source not playing

n Source resolution not supported

n Display does not support HDCP

n Source does not support the required number of
HDCP keys

n Poor quality or damaged cables

Source correct, connected, and playing.

Image appears in the wrong places.

Possible causes:

n Displays arranged incorrectly in CORIOgrapher™

n Output ports named incorrectly

n Displays connected incorrectly

Source and displays connected and arranged
correctly.

6. If your test was successful, select and delete the window you tested, and repeat the test for each input.

If your test was not successful, you might need to contact tvONE support.

See contact details on page 138.
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7. OPTIONAL: if you have a CORIOmaster micro™, you can test the audio for each window. From the wall
editor, select Audio and select each window in turn from Audio Follows.

You should hear the audio from the source playing in that window.

Read about what to do if you cant hear audio on page 119.

8. When you are happy with your video wall, select Take and then Save on Device to save your settings on
your CORIOmaster™.

If your video wall is displaying the right sources in the right windows, but doesn't look quite right, you can use
the settings inWall Editor to refine your video wall and make it more accurate.
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Settings
You canmanage device settings, network settings, and user settings. You can also get information about your
CORIOmaster™, and name your input and output modules.

In this section

Device settings 52

Naming your CORIOmaster™ 52

Resetting your CORIOmaster™ to factory default settings 52

Choosing your default working units 53

Backing up and restoring your settings 53

CORIOmaster micro™ settings 56

Configuring the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™ 56

User settings 57

Creating and editing users 57

Changing other users' passwords 58

Changing your own password 58

Network settings 59

Configuring network settings for your CORIOmaster™ 59

Configuring network settings for streamingmedia 60

Playlist settings 62

Renaming playlists andmoving playlists between modules 63

Deleting playlists 63

Encoders and streams settings 64

Managing encoders and streams 64

What are user roles?

CORIOgrapher™ has four types of user. Only the administrator role is currently supported. You can assign
other roles to users, but all users can perform all tasks.
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Device settings
Administrators can configure settings for your CORIOmaster™, including creating and changing its name,
changing the units you use to create video walls, backing up and restoring your configuration, and resetting
the CORIOmaster™ to its factory default settings.

In this section

Naming your CORIOmaster™ 52

Resetting your CORIOmaster™ to factory default settings 52

Choosing your default working units 53

Backing up and restoring your settings 53

Naming your CORIOmaster™
You can give your CORIOmaster™ a unique name.

Why should I name my CORIOmaster™?
If you have more than one CORIOmaster™ unit on your network, giving each unit a unique name canmake it
easier to find and log in to that unit quickly.

To name your CORIOmaster™
1. Select  > General.

2. Enter a name for your CORIOmaster™.

Resetting your CORIOmaster™ to factory default settings

Why restore factory default settings?
If your CORIOmaster™ has become unstable, you have repeated errors that you can't fix, or you need to
remove all settings and presets, you can reset your CORIOmaster™ to its factory default settings.

When you reset your CORIOmaster™ to factory default settings, all of your settings and configurations are deleted.

Before you reset your CORIOmaster™, you might want to back up your configuration. When you set up your
CORIOmaster™, you can restore your configuration.

Read about backing up and restoring your configuration on page 53.
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To reset your CORIOmaster™ to factory default settings
1. Select  > General.

2. Select Factory Reset.

Choosing your default working units
You can choose to work in inches or millimeters when you build video walls in CORIOgrapher™. You can also
choose to work in canvas points. Canvas points are equal to pixels in most cases.

To choose a unit
1. Select  > CORIOgrapher™.

2. From Default Units, choose your preferred units.

Backing up and restoring your settings
You can save your settings to a file on your CORIOmaster™, or to a file on your computer. You can restore your
settings from either file. You can share a file saved on a computer between several CORIOmaster™ units that
have the same configuration of modules.

Backing up your settings on your CORIOmaster™

Settings that are saved on your CORIOmaster™
All settings are saved to a backup file on your CORIOmaster™, including:

n Presets

n Configuration, including custom names

n Video walls

n The play queue of a Streaming media and 4K playback input module

n Network settings

n Manually added streams
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What isn't saved to your CORIOmaster™
Work that you haven't saved to file, or saved to your CORIOmaster™ using Save on Device, isn't saved to a
backup file on your CORIOmaster™.

To back up your settings on your CORIOmaster™
1. Check that you've saved all your work.

2. Select  > Backup and Restore > Backup.

Restoring your settings from your CORIOmaster™
1. Select  > Backup and Restore.

2. Select Restore.

Backing up your settings to a file on your computer

Settings that are saved on your computer
Most settings are saved to a backup file on your CORIOmaster™, including:

n Presets

n Configuration, including custom names

n Video walls

n Network settings

n Manually added streams

n Custom resolutions

Note: device name and network settings are saved as part of the backup file, but are not included when you
restore settings to your device. This allows you to share the backup file between devices without causing
conflicts with names and network settings.
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What isn't saved to your computer
The play queue and playlists of a Streaming media and 4K playback input module aren't saved to your
computer.

To back up your settings to a file on your computer
1. Select Wall Editor > Save to File.

2. Choose a location for the file, and save.

Restoring or copying settings from a file on your computer
1. Connect to the CORIOmaster™ that you want to update with saved settings.

2. Select Home.

3. Under Recent Configurations, select a saved file.

If you can't see your file in the list, select Load Configuration from a file and browse to your file.

Problems sharing settings between CORIOmaster™ units
You can't share saved settings between different sizes of CORIOmaster™ unit. For example, if you save the
settings from a CORIOmaster mini™, you can't use it in a CORIOmaster™.

You can't share saved settings between devices with different configurations of modules.

Youmight not be able to copy settings from one CORIOmaster™ to another if they have very different firmware
versions, or youmight lose some data in the process.
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CORIOmaster micro™ settings
You can configure settings for your CORIOmaster micro™, including configuring the buttons of the front panel.

In this section

Configuring the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™ 56

Configuring the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™
You can choose which presets, sources, and windows correspond to the buttons on the front panel of your
CORIOmaster micro™. Configure the buttons in CORIOgrapher™.

Mapping presets, sources, and windows to the buttons of the front panel
1. Select  > (Front Panel) Button Mapping.

2. Select the option you want to configure.

3. For each button, select a preset, source, or window from the list.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until you have configured all modes and buttons, and then select Save.

Changing the brightness of the buttons of the front panel
1. Select  > (Front Panel) Settings.

2. Use the slider to adjust the brightness.
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Locking the buttons of the front panel
1. Select  > (Front Panel) Settings.

2. Select or clear Lock.

User settings
Administrators can create and edit users, change user roles, and enable specific timeout times. Users and
power users can change their own passwords.

In this section

Creating and editing users 57

Changing other users' passwords 58

Changing your own password 58

Creating and editing users
You can create and edit users, change user roles, and enable specific timeout times. You can have up to four
additional users.

What are user roles?

CORIOgrapher™ has four types of user. Only the administrator role is currently supported. You can assign
other roles to users, but all users can perform all tasks.

Why set a timeout time?

By default, a connection to a CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, or CORIOmaster micro™ must stay active,
or it is disconnected after five minutes. An active connection sends at least one command to the
CORIOmaster™ every five minutes.

To stay connected while idle for more than five minutes, set a longer timeout time for each user. You can
also allow the user to stay connected permanently, with no timeout time, by clearing the Enable timeout
option.

Locking out other users
CORIOgrapher™ only allows one connection at a time. If you allow any user to connect permanently, or with a long timeout time,
they can lockout other users. This can also prevent commands from other devices reaching the CORIOmaster™.
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To create a new user, or edit an existing user

1. Select  > Users.

2. To create a new user, choose an empty slot. To edit an existing user, find that user's details.

3. Enter a username.

Usernames must start with a letter, and can contain only letters, numbers, and underscores.

4. Select a user role.

5. Enter a password in the New Password box and the Confirm Password box.

Passwords must be between 5 and 32 characters, must start with a letter, and can contain any combination
of alphanumeric characters and symbols. Passwords cannot contain spaces.

6. Select the Enable timeout option, and enter or select a timeout time from 1–540 minutes.

tvONE recommends a timeout time from 1–5minutes.

7. Select Save.

Changing other users' passwords
You canmake changes to other users' accounts.

Password rules
Passwords must be between 5 and 32 characters, must start with a letter, and can contain any combination of
alphanumeric characters and symbols. Passwords cannot contain spaces.

To change other users' passwords
1. Select  > Users.

2. Find the user whose password you wish to change and enter the new password in the New Password box.

3. Enter the same password in the Confirm Password box and select Save.

Changing your own password

Password rules
Passwords must be between 5 and 32 characters, must start with a letter, and can contain any combination of
alphanumeric characters and symbols. Passwords cannot contain spaces.

To change your password
1. Select  > Users.

2. Find your user details and enter your new password in the New Password box.

3. Enter the same password in the Confirm Password box and select Save.
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Network settings
Administrators can configure network settings for CORIOmaster™ units and Streaming media and 4K playback
input modules.

In this section

Configuring network settings for your CORIOmaster™ 59

Configuring network settings for streamingmedia 60

Configuring network settings for your CORIOmaster™
You can choose a DHCP or static IP address, and configure your static IP settings.

Before you start
If you want to use a static IP address, you need some information about the range of available IP addresses on
your network. Your network administrator should be able to help you.

Static IP address
If you choose a static IP address,make sure you enter a unique value for your IP address.Using the same IP address for multiple
devices can cause your devices to disconnect.Contact your networkadministrator for help.

To configure network settings for your CORIOmaster™
1. In CORIOgrapher™, select > Networking.

2. Choose an IP configuration.

n If you choose DHCP, an IP address is assigned to you.

n If you choose Static, the last static IP address you saved is available to edit. If you haven't previously
saved a static IP address, default values for a static IP address are available to edit.
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3. OPTIONAL:Configure your static IP address.

n Enter a value for your IP address and subnet mask.

n If your CORIOmaster™ and PC are on different networks, enter a value for your gateway.

If you need help with network settings, contact your network administrator.

Configuring network settings for streaming media
If you want to stream media over your network, or from the internet, configure the network settings for your
Streaming media and 4K playback input module.

If you only want to use your Streaming media and 4K playback input module to play media from a USB drive,
you don't need to configure network settings.

You can also configure the network settings for your Encoder-100.

Read about configuring your Encoder-100 on page 31.

About static IP addresses
If you want to use a static IP address, you need some information about the range of available IP addresses on
your network. Your network administrator should be able to help you.

Static IP address
If you choose a static IP address,make sure you enter a unique value for your IP address.Using the same IP address for multiple
devices can cause your devices to disconnect.Contact your networkadministrator for help.

To configure network settings for streaming media
1. In CORIOgrapher™, select > Module Configuration.

2. Find the Streaming media and 4K playback module that you want to set up, and select  > Configure.
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3. Choose an IP configuration.

n If you choose DHCP, an IP address is assigned to you.

n If you choose Static, the last static IP address you saved is available to edit. If you haven't previously
saved a static IP address, default values for a static IP address are available to edit.

4. OPTIONAL:Configure your static IP address.

n Enter a value for your IP address and subnet mask.

n If you want to stream from the internet, for example from a Wowza server, enter a value for your
gateway.

n If you want to refer to a source by name, enter a value for DNS.

If you need help with network settings, contact your network administrator.

Finding the MAC address of your Streaming media and 4K playback input module
1. In CORIOgrapher™, select > Module Configuration.

2. Find the Streaming media and 4K playback module that you want to set up, and select  > Configure.
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3. Read the MAC address.

Playlist settings
If you have a Streaming media and 4K playback input module, you can view the status of your playlists, delete
all playlists or individual playlists, move playlists betweenmodules, and rename playlists.

In this section

Renaming playlists andmoving playlists between modules 63

Deleting playlists 63
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Renaming playlists and moving playlists between modules
You can see a list of all your playlists on all your Streaming media and 4K playback input modules. You can
rename your playlists and move them betweenmodules.

Renaming your playlists
1. In CORIOgrapher™, select > Playlists.

2. Find the playlist you want to rename, and enter a new name.

Moving playlists
1. In CORIOgrapher™, select > Playlists.

2. Find the playlist you want to move and select a module from the list.

Deleting playlists
If you have a Streaming media and 4K playback input module, you can delete all your playlists, or individual
playlists.

Deleting all your playlists
1. In CORIOgrapher™, select > Playlists.

2. Select Remove all playlists.
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Deleting individual playlists
1. In CORIOgrapher™, select > Playlists.

2. Find the playlist you want to delete.

3. Select Remove.

Encoders and streams settings
You can view and manage all your encoders and saved streams.

In this section

Managing encoders and streams 64

Managing encoders and streams
You can view and manage all your encoders and saved streams.

Select  > IP Streams.

Managing your encoders
Encoders that CORIOgrapher™ detects appear under Discovered encoders.

You can:

n Refresh the list of encoders.

n Search for an encoder that doesn't appear automatically.

n Select an encoder to see details about that encoder.

n Select to:

n Manage the encoder, or change your configuration.

Read about configuring your Encoder-100 on page 31.

n Remove an inactive encoder.

n Preview the stream from an encoder.
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n Start or stop encoding.

Managing your saved streams
Streams that you add and save manually appear under Saved IP streams.

n You can see how many streams you have, and how many slots you have left.

n You can add new streams, and remove all your saved streams.

n You can edit the name and URL of saved streams.

1. Select the stream and then select > Edit.

2. Edit the name or URL of the media stream.



Using CORIOgrapher™
When your video wall equipment is installed and you've recreated your video wall in CORIOgrapher™, you can
play streaming media, and add transitions and effects to your video wall.

In this section

Presets 66

Creating and editing presets 66

Loading a preset 71

Changing the source playing in a window 72

Playing audio 74

Media and streams 77

Playingmedia and streams 78

Creating andmanaging playlists 87

Using the internal drive 93

Choosing the best resolution for your playlist or play queue 96

Using the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™ 98

Changing between preset and source selection modewith your
CORIOmaster micro™ 98

Locking your CORIOmaster micro™ 98

Replacing a module 99

Creating and editing custom resolutions 103

Presets
You can create and save up to 50 presets in CORIOgrapher™.

In this section

Creating and editing presets 66

Loading a preset 71
n Read about creating and editing presets

n Read about loading presets

Creating and editing presets
You can create and save up to 50 presets in CORIOgrapher™.

Risk of losing work
There is no Save As option. To update an existing preset, first load the preset, and thenmake changes.

What is a preset?

A preset stores information about windows, including positions, transitions, and effects such as borders or
rotation. You can save presets and recall them later from the dashboard, or using the buttons of your
CORIOmaster micro™.



What is included in a preset?
Presets store information about windows, including:

n Source playing in the window

n Position

n Z order, or stacking order

n Size

n Rotation

n Border

n Flip

n Source change transitions

What is not included in a preset?
n System settings

n Displays

n Video walls other than the one you are working on

For example, if you have video wall 1 and video wall 2 set up, but you have video wall 1 open inWall Editor
when you save a preset, the preset contains only information about video wall 1.

n Which window is playing audio

n Window:

n Quality

n Full name

n Alias

n Video wall

n Fade to black

You can save all this information as a backup file.
Readmore on page 53.

For best results
To prevent your presets behaving unexpectedly, follow the advice below.

Build your busiest preset first
Build the preset with the highest number of windows first. Include all the windows you want to use in all your
presets. Any windows that aren't for this preset, move away from the displays, and shrink to reduce bandwidth.

Don't use presets to add and remove windows
If you want to remove a window from your display with a preset, don't delete the window.

n Move the window away from the display.

n Reduce the size of the window to reduce unnecessary video bandwidth.

Note:windows that aren't on the display still take up bandwidth.

n Set the preset duration to 0 seconds.



Preset 1 Preset 2

Preset 2

Don't use presets to change window quality
Don't change the quality of a window that is included with a preset.

For example, if you save a preset that contains two windows of UHQ quality, and then change the quality of
one window to EHQ, it will not return to UHQwhen you load the preset.

If you want to reduce the video bandwidth consumed by a window, consider shrinking it instead.

Windows used in presets only appear on one video wall
You can't use windows that are included in presets onmore than one video wall.

For example, if you save a preset that contains window 1 on video wall 1, window 1 is not available for any
other video wall, even if you delete window 1 from video wall 1. To make window 1 available again, delete the
preset that contains window 1.



Saving presets
1. Create a video wall and select Presets.

2. Enter a name for your preset.

Names can be up to 19 characters long, and cannot contain spaces or ".

3. Enter or select a duration for your preset.

The duration is the time taken to transition to this preset.

4. Select Add Preset.

Editing presets
You can change the name and duration with a preset, or update a preset with a new configuration.

To change the name or duration of a preset
1. Select Presets.

2. Find the preset you want to edit and select .

3. Enter a new name or duration.

4. Select any area outside the dialog box to save your changes, or select Close to save and exit the dialog
box.



To update a preset with a new configuration
Make sure you load the preset you want to update before youmake changes.

1. Select Presets.

2. Find the preset you want to edit and select Load.

3. Close Presets and make your changes to your video wall.

4. Select Presets > Save Preset.



Loading a preset
If you have saved one or more presets in CORIOgrapher™, then you can choose a preset to load. You can
choose presets in CORIOgrapher™, and if you have a CORIOmaster micro™, you can use the buttons to choose
from a selection of presets.

What is a preset?

A preset stores information about windows, including positions, transitions, and effects such as borders or
rotation. You can save presets and recall them later from the dashboard, or using the buttons of your
CORIOmaster micro™.

Loading a preset from CORIOgrapher™
You can load any of your saved presets from the dashboard in CORIOgrapher™.

n From Dashboard, select a preset.

Loading a preset with the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™
You can choose from eight presets with the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™. By default, the eight buttons
correspond to saved presets 1 to 8. You can configure your buttons to correspond to your choice of presets.

Read about configuring the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™ on page 56.

When your CORIOmaster micro™ is in preset selection mode, the buttons are orange. Any buttons that do not
have a corresponding preset are unlit.



1. Check that your CORIOmaster micro™ is in the correct mode for choosing presets.

If your CORIOmaster micro™ is not in the correct mode, press and hold buttons 1 and 5.

2. Press and release the button that corresponds to your chosen preset.

The button flashes while the preset loads, and is then lit more brightly.

Note:while a preset is loading and the button is flashing, you cannot select another preset. Wait until the
button stops flashing.

Changing the source playing in a window
You can choose which source plays in any window. If you have a CORIOmaster micro™, you can change the
source with the buttons of the front panel.

Changing the source in CORIOgrapher™
1. From Wall Editor, double-click the window you want to change.

2. In Properties, choose a source from Input Slot.

Changing the source with the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™
You can choose from up to eight sources with the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™. By default, the eight
buttons correspond to your first eight sources. You can configure your buttons to correspond to your choice of
sources.



Read about configuring the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™ on page 56.

When your CORIOmaster micro™ is in source selection mode, the buttons are green. Any buttons that do not
have a corresponding source are unlit.

1. Check that your CORIOmaster micro™ is in the correct mode for choosing sources.

If your CORIOmaster micro™ is not in the correct mode, press and hold buttons 1 and 5.

2. Press and hold the button that corresponds to the window that you want to change, until it starts flashing.

Note: if you are listening to audio, when you choose a window, you hear the audio from that window. You
can change the audio back to your chosen window at the end of this task.

3. Press and release the button that corresponds to your chosen source.

The button flashes, and is then lit more brightly.

4. Optional: change the audio source back to your previous source. Press and hold the button that
corresponds to the window that you want to hear, until it starts flashing.

Changing the source using the dashboard
You can change the source playing in any window from the dashboard in CORIOgrapher™.

1. From Dashboard, find the window you want to change, and select a source.

2. Select Take.



Playing audio
If you have a CORIOmaster micro™, you can play audio. Connect the S/PDIF port of your CORIOmaster micro™
to a digital audio device, with an RCA cable.

Audio settings are set for sources, not windows. If you adjust or mute the audio from a window,all the windows playing that source
are affected.

About audio
n Your CORIOmaster micro™ has an S/PDIF audio output that you can connect to a digital audio device with

an RCA cable.

n You can listen to a source playing in a window. The window you hear is the active window. You can choose

which window is active with the buttons of the front panel. On the wall editor, the active window shows .

n You canmute and adjust the audio input level of individual sources playing in windows in CORIOgrapher™.

n You canmute the audio output in CORIOgrapher™.

n The Streaming media and 4K playback input module only supports the following embedded audio
formats:

n mp3

n aac



Choosing which window to hear with the buttons of the front panel
You can choose which window to hear with the buttons on your CORIOmaster micro™. By default, the eight
buttons correspond to your first eight sources. You can configure your buttons to correspond with your choice
of windows.

You can choose to hear any window, including windows that aren't showing on your video wall, or are on a
different video wall.

Show me an example

In this example, window 3 is not showing on the video wall, but you can still choose to hear the audio from
window 3. Note that window 3 is a preview window to reduce video bandwidth.

n Press and hold the button that corresponds to the window you want to hear, until it flashes red.

Choosing which window to hear with CORIOgrapher™
You can choose which window to hear in CORIOgrapher™.

1. From the wall editor, select Audio.

2. Select a window to hear from Audio Follows.



Adjusting the audio input level and muting individual sources
For each source, you canmute, unmute, and adjust the audio input level in CORIOgrapher™.

Audio settings are set for sources, not windows. If you adjust or mute the audio from a window,all the windows playing that source
are affected.

Adjusting audio input level and muting using source properties
1. Double-click any window playing the source you want to adjust.

2. In Properties, adjust the audio.

n Use the Audio Level slider to set audio input level.

n To mute the audio, select Mute Audio.

n To restore audio, clear Mute Audio.

Muting sources from the wall editor
On the wall editor, you canmute and unmute the sources associated with the windows of your video wall.

n To mute audio, select .

n To unmute audio, select .

Muting the audio output
You canmute and unmute the S/PDIF audio output in CORIOgrapher™.



Muting using audio properties
n From the wall editor, select Audio.

Muting the audio output from the wall editor

On the wall editor, the window playing audio shows .

n To mute the audio output, select .

n To hear the audio output, select .

Media and streams
If you have a Streaming media and 4K playback input module, you can play media items and streams on your
video wall.

In this section

Playingmedia and streams 78

Creating andmanaging playlists 87

Using the internal drive 93

Choosing the best resolution for your playlist or play queue 96



Playing media and streams
If you have a Streaming media and 4K playback input module, you can play media items and video streams.
Add up to 20 media items or streams to a play queue or saved playlist. Each Streaming media and 4K
playback input module can play up to two simultaneous play queues on your video wall.

In this article

Before you start 79

Adding and editingmedia streams 79

Addingmedia items, streams, and playlists to your play queue 81

Playing a multicast stream from an Encoder-100 on multiple
CORIOmaster™ units 82

Changing the duration of media items 83

Using the playback controls 83

Managing the play queue 85

Saving the play queue 85

Playing the play queue automatically 85

Savingmedia to internal storage 86

Manage your media and streams in CORIOgrapher™. Double-click the window you wish to play media or
streams, and select (Media Player) Manage.

Themedia player is not available when you workoffline.

Streaming media and 4K playback input modules in CORIOmaster micro™ units only support embedded audio,
for streams and media items with the following embedded audio formats:

n mp3

n aac



Before you start
n To stream media from the internet or your network, you need to connect an Ethernet cable and configure

the network settings for your Streaming media and 4K playback input module.

For best results, use Gigabit equipment and cables.

Read about configuring network settings for a Streaming media and 4K playback input module on page
60.

n To turn any video source into a stream, you need an encoder. The encoder takes video and audio signals,
converts them to an AVIP (Audio-Visual over Internet Protocol) signal, and sends them over your network.
For example, you could encode and stream the signal from an endoscope, or from a camera in a lecture
theater.

Read about the Encoder-100 on page 23.

n To play media directly from a USB drive, or copy media from a USB drive to internal storage, you need to
connect a USB drive to your Streaming media and 4K playback input module.

For 4Kmedia, use a good quality, high-speed 3.0 USB drive.

n To play media saved in the internal storage of the Streaming media and 4K playback input module, you
don't need to connect anything.

n To play any kind of media you need to set up a video wall with a window pointing to your Streaming media
and 4K playback input module.

Read about setting up a basic video wall on page 46.

Adding and editing media streams
You canmanually add media streams from your network or from the internet. You can configure and add
streams from an Encoder-100.

Learn how to configure your Encoder-100 on page 31.



To manually add a stream
If you know the URL of the stream and the stream is not hosted by an Encoder-100, use this method.

1. In CORIOgrapher™, double-click the window you wish to play streaming media, and select (Media
Player) Manage.

2. Select IP Streams.

3. Select Add IP Stream.

4. Enter a descriptive name and the URL of the media stream, and then select Add IP Stream.

5. To edit the details of a media stream, select the stream and then select > Edit.

6. Edit the name or URL of the media stream.



Previewing the stream from your Encoder-100
If you have an Encoder-100 that is streaming, you can preview the stream.

n Select the Encoder-100, and then select > Preview.

Adding media items, streams, and playlists to your play queue
You can add video clips, still images, and media streams to a play queue, up to a total of 20 items. Media
items can be on a USB drive, in internal storage, streamed from your network, or streamed from the internet.

You can also add a playlist to a play queue. When you add a playlist to a play queue, the playlist replaces all
the items in the play queue.

You add all types of media, streams, and playlists the same way, when the play queue is playing, paused, or
stopped.

1. In CORIOgrapher™, double-click the window you wish to play media or streams, and select (Media
Player) Manage.

2. Select your media source.



3. Drag media items and streams, or a playlist, into the play queue.

Still image Saved stream

Video clip Found encoder

Playlist Found encoder, streaming

4. Choose a resolution for your play queue.

Read about choosing the right resolution on page 96.

Read more about playlists on page 87.

See a list of supported video formats on page 133.

Playing a multicast stream from an Encoder-100 on multiple CORIOmaster™ units
By default, your Encoder-100 supplies a single stream to a single CORIOmaster™. You can supply a multicast
version of that stream to more than one CORIOmaster™.

Adding a multicast stream from an Encoder-100 to a play queue or playlist
n You don't need to configure your Encoder-100 to send a multicast stream, if your default address and TTL

are correct for your network.

For more help, contact your network administrator.

n To add a multicast stream to the play queue, the play queue must be stopped.

n To add a multicast stream to a playlist, first select a playlist.

1. Select IP Streams.

2. Select the Encoder-100 you want to add.

3. Select > Multicast > Add to play queue or Add to playlist.



Changing a single stream to a multicast stream
If you already added a single stream from an Encoder-100 to the play queue or a playlist, you can change the
single stream to a multicast stream.

1. If the encoder is in a playlist, open the playlist.

2. Select the encoder, and select > Edit.

3. Select RTSP Multicast.

For best results
If you send a multicast stream on a large network, tvONE™ recommends using equipment with IPv4multicast
addressing, and/or IGMP v2 support. For more information, contact your network administrator.

Changing the duration of media items
By default, still images play for 10 seconds, video clips play for the length of the clip, and streams play
indefinitely, until the stream ends.

You can choose how long to play eachmedia stream, video clip, or still image in the play queue.

1. In the play queue, select the media item.

2. Select > Edit.

3. Edit the duration of the item and select Update Item.

The maximum duration is 23 hours, 59 minutes, and 59 seconds.

Using the playback controls
When the play queue is playing, you can:



Stop playback

Pause playback

Skip to the next item

Return to the previous item

Remove an item from the play queue

Clear the play queue

When the play queue is stopped, you can:

Enable and disable looping

Play the play queue

Remove an item from the play queue

Clear the play queue

Change the resolution of the play queue



Managing the play queue
When the play queue is playing or stopped, you can:

n Drag new media items or streams into the play queue, up to a total of 20 items.

n Drag items to re-order the play queue.

n Change the duration of a media item in the play queue.

n Remove any item from the play queue.

n Clear the entire play queue.

n Choose to play the play queue when your CORIOmaster™ starts up.

n Drag a playlist into the play queue.

Dragging a playlist into the play queue replaces the existing play queue.

Saving the play queue
You can save your play queue so that it is available the next time you start your CORIOmaster™.

n Build your play queue and select Save on Device.

You can save your play queue as a playlist.

n Build your play queue and select > Save as playlist.

Playing the play queue automatically
You can choose to play the play queue automatically when you start your CORIOmaster™.



1. Build your play queue and select Play on startup.

2. Select Save on Device.

Saving media to internal storage
You can save media items from your USB drive to the internal drive.

Read more about the internal drive on page 93.



Creating and managing playlists
If you have a Streaming media and 4K playback input module, you can save media items and video streams to
playlists. Your CORIOmaster™ can store up to 20 playlists.

In this article

About playlists 87

Creating a new playlist 88

Saving the play queue to a playlist 89

Managing and editing playlists 90

Deleting a playlist 92

Moving playlists between modules 92

Deleting all playlists 92

Duplicating playlists 92

Create and manage your playlists in CORIOgrapher™. Double-click the window you wish to create a playlist for,
and select (Media Player) Manage.

Themedia player is not available when you workoffline.

About playlists
n Your CORIOmaster™ can store up to 20 playlists.

n Each playlist can include up to 20 items, including still images, video clips, and streams.

n Playlists are shared between the two channels of a Streaming media and 4K playback input module, but
are not shared between Streaming media and 4K playback input modules.

n Playlists save the names and pathways of media items and streams. If you change the name, path name, or
location of an item, the playlist cannot find it.

n You can create new playlists from scratch, or save your play queue as a playlist.

n Playlists are saved on your device

n You can choose to save or delete your playlists when you restore your CORIOmaster™ to factory default
settings.



Creating a new playlist
1. Select Playlists > .

2. Enter a name and choose a resolution for your playlist.

Names can be up to 64 characters long, or fewer, depending on your character set.

Read about choosing the right resolution on page 96.

3. Select your new playlist.

The playlist opens in the playlist editor. If the playlist editor is collapsed, select to open it.

4. Drag up to 20 media items and streams from the media browser into the playlist editor.

5. Make any changes to your playlist.

n To reorder the playlist, drag and drop items and streams.

n To remove something from the playlist, select the item or stream and select  > Remove from playlist.

n To remove all items from the playlist, select  > Clear all items.



n To change the duration of an item in the playlist, select the item, and then select > Edit.

6. To save your playlist permanently, select .

Saving the play queue to a playlist
1. From the play queue, select > Save as playlist.

2. Choose to create a new playlist, or to replace an existing playlist.

3. If you create a new playlist, enter a name and choose a resolution for your playlist.

4. If you replace an existing playlist, select a playlist to replace from the list. You can enter a new name and
choose a new resolution for the playlist if you want to.

Names can be up to 50 characters long.

Read about choosing the right resolution on page 96.



Managing and editing playlists
You can edit playlists, clear all the items from a playlist, and open a playlist to edit the items. You can load a
playlist to the play queue, and play a playlist.

You can also manage the names and locations of your playlists in Settings > Playlists.

Read more about configuring playlist settings on page 63.

Editing a playlist
You can change the name and resolution of a playlist.

1. Select Playlists and select a playlist.

2. Select > Edit.

3. Enter a new name or choose a new resolution.

Clearing all the items from a playlist
n From the playlist editor, select > Clear all items.



Opening a playlist to edit the items
1. Select Playlists and select a playlist.

2. Select > Open in editor.

Read about the changes you canmake to a playlist in Creating a new playlist above.

Loading a playlist to the play queue
When you load a playlist, any items in the play queue are replaced, and playback stops.

You can:

n Drag a playlist into the play queue

n Select a playlist and select > Load in queue.

n From the playlist editor, select .

Playing a playlist
When you load and play a playlist, any items in the play queue are replaced.

You can:

n Drag a playlist into the play queue and select .

n Select a playlist and select > Load and play.

n From the playlist editor, select .



Deleting a playlist
n Select a playlist and select > Remove.

Moving playlists between modules
You can change the slot that a playlist is associated with in Settings > Playlists.

Read more about configuring playlist settings on page 62.

Deleting all playlists
You can delete all your playlists in Settings > Playlists.

Read more about configuring playlist settings on page 62.

Duplicating playlists
If you want several playlists to contain the same items, you can create a play queue and then save it under
several different names.

For example, youmight want all your playlists to contain a particular stream, and your company logo.



1. Drag items into the play queue.

2. From the play queue, select > Save as playlist.

3. Enter a name and choose a resolution for your playlist.

4.
5. Repeat steps 2 and 3. Enter a unique name for the playlist each time.

6. Open each new playlist and add items in the playlist editor.

Using the internal drive
You can save media to the internal drive of your Streaming media and 4K playback input module. You can
manage your saved media, and add media items to a playlist or play queue.
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Manage your media and streams in CORIOgrapher™. Double-click the window you wish to play media or
streams, and select (Media Player) Manage.

Themedia player is not available when you workoffline.

Streaming media and 4K playback input modules in CORIOmaster micro™ units only support embedded audio,
for streams and media items with the following embedded audio formats:

n mp3

n aac

Replacing all items on the internal drive with all items on the USB drive

Use this option when you first set up your Streamingmedia and 4Kplayback inputmodule to quickly copy all your media items from
your USB drive to the internal drive.

You can replace all the items on your internal drive with the items on the USB drive. All items currently on the
internal drive are deleted.

All items on your USB drive are copied exactly to the internal drive, including folders and folder structure, up to
path names of 480 characters, or fewer, depending on the language you use.

Items that aren't compatible with your Streamingmedia and 4Kplayback inputmodule are copied to the internal drive, but not
displayed.These items usememory, and you can't remove them manually. To remove hidden items, remove all items from the
internal drive.
See a list of compatible file types on page 133.

n Select (USB Drive) > Replace all items on the internal drive.



Removing all items from the internal drive
You can remove all visible and hidden items from the internal drive.

n Select Internal Drive > Clear all items.

Current location
When you copy media items from your USB drive to the internal drive, the items are copied to the last location
you visited on the internal drive.

For example, you create a folder on the internal drive called Videos. You open Videos and then select USB
Drive. You select a media item and copy it to the internal drive. The media item is copied to Videos.

Copying a single item or folder to the internal drive
You can copy individual media items and folders from your USB drive to the internal drive. Items are copied to
the last location you visited on the internal drive.

1. From USBDrive, select a media item or folder.

2. Select > Copy to internal drive (current location).

You can also copy or cut and paste individual items and folders from your USB drive to the internal drive with
Ctrl+C or Ctrl+X, and Ctrl+V.

Managing media on the internal drive
From Internal Drive, you can:

n Copy or cut and paste individual items and folders.

Select a media item or folder, and then select > Copy or Cut. Right-click in an empty space and select
Paste.

n Copy or cut and paste individual items and folders with Ctrl+C or Ctrl+X, and Ctrl+V.

n Delete media items and folders.

Select a media item or folder, and then select > Delete.



n Create a new folder.

Right-click in an open space, and select New folder. Enter a name for your folder.

n Rename media items and folders.

Select a media item or folder, and then select > Rename.

Playing items from the internal drive
You play items from the internal drive in the same way you play all media items and streams. Drag items into
the play queue, or into a playlist.

Read more about playing media and streams on page 78.

Read more about playlists on page 87.

Choosing the best resolution for your playlist or play queue
The best resolution for your play queue or playlist depends on the frame rate of your media items, and their
size in pixels.

The resolution you choose determines the input resolution going into your CORIOmaster™. All media items in
the play queue or playlist are automatically scaled to fit this resolution. If you find that the resolution you
choose doesn't give you the results you want, you can change this resolution whenever you want.

The Streaming media and 4K playback input module supports two simultaneous channels playing media. The
two channels can have different resolutions, and you can choose a custom value for channel one (slot n
position 1). Channel two (slot n position 2) only supports 1920x1080p60.



Understanding the format of resolution

Resolution is shown in the form:

Width xHeight (in pixels), p or i, Frame Rate (in Hz, or frames per second)

Where pmeans progressive scanning, and imeans interlaced scanning.

For example, 1920x1080i60 is 1920 pixels wide, 1080 pixels high, interlaced, and has a frame rate of 60 Hz.

How do I know what resolutionmy media items are?

To find the resolution of a media stream, visit the source of the stream.

To find the resolution of a media item, select the item in the media browser. Information about that item is
displayed on the right.

Frame rate
n For best results, add video clips and media streams with the same frame rate to a play queue. You can then

choose a resolution with a frame rate that matches your media items.

Video clip 1 Video clip 2 Video clip 3

1920x1080p60 3840x2160p60 1600x1200p60

n If you have a mixture of frame rates, choose a resolution with a frame rate that is a factor of your frame
rates. For example, you can add media items with frame rates of 30 Hz and 60 Hz, and then choose a
resolution with a frame rate of 60 Hz. You can do this because you can divide 60 by 30.

Note: don't round up frame rates. For example, don't treat 23.98 Hz as 24 Hz.

Video clip 1 Video clip 2 Video clip 3 Best frame
rate

Reason

1920x1080p60 3840x2160p30 1600x1200p60 60 60 is a factor of both frame rates.

60/60 = 1

60/30 =2

3840x2160p25 1920x1080p50 1280x720p50 50 50 is a factor of both frame rates.

50/50 = 1

50/25 =2

1280x720p23.98 1280x720p24 1920x1080p60 - This play queue doesn't work
because 60 can't be divided by24,
and you can't round 23.98 up to 24.

Resolution
n Choose a resolution no larger than your largest media item. Upscaling at this stage takes up unnecessary

bandwidth.

n Don't choose a resolution that is much smaller than your media items. Downscaling at this stage can cause
your media to appear blocky and low in quality when it is upscaled later in the process.



n If you have a play queue with a wide range of resolutions, you could choose a resolution in the middle of
the range. This means that your largest items are downscaled.

n Consider the types of media you want to play. If you have, for example, two large 4K video clips and two
smaller still images, youmight prefer to put up with poorer quality still images in return for best quality
video. In this case, choose your resolution based on the size of the video clips.

Scanning
n Avoid mixing media items with progressive scanning and media items with interlaced scanning in the same

play queue.

Using the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™
You can use the buttons of your CORIOmaster micro™ to select presets and sources, and to lock your
CORIOmaster micro™.

In this section

Changing between preset and source selection modewith your
CORIOmaster micro™ 98

Locking your CORIOmaster micro™ 98

Changing between preset and source selection mode with your
CORIOmaster micro™
To change between preset selection mode and source selection mode, press and hold buttons 1 and 5.

When the mode changes, the button color changes. In preset selection mode, the buttons are orange. In
source selection mode, the buttons are green.

Locking your CORIOmaster micro™

Locking your CORIOmaster micro™ with the front panel
To lock and unlock your CORIOmaster micro™, press and hold buttons 2 and 3.

When your CORIOmaster micro™ is locked, buttons 2 and 3 turn red.



Locking your CORIOmaster micro™ in CORIOgrapher™
1. Select > (Front Panel) Settings.

2. Select or clear Lock.

Replacing a module

Risk of damaging modules
Take care when you replacemodules. If the components of modules touch other modules, or themetal chassis, they can be
damaged. If you don't have experience, aska qualified technician for help.

Removing a module from your CORIOmaster™



1. Unscrew the module that you want to replace.

2. Loosen the screws of the module above or below the module that you want to replace.

3. Grip the silver handles and pull the module forward, out of your CORIOmaster™.

Inserting a module into your CORIOmaster™

1. Insert the module into the guide rails of your CORIOmaster™.

2. Push the module firmly into the dock at the rear of your CORIOmaster™.

3. Screw the module in place.

4. Tighten the screws of the module above or below.



Removing a module from a CORIOmaster micro™
If you need to replace the module in slot 3, first remove the module in slot 1.

1. Remove the top cover of your CORIOmaster micro™.

2. Remove the screws of the module or modules you want to replace. Loosen the screws of the module
below the module that you want to replace.

3. Grip the silver handles and pull the module forward a short distance, out of the dock on the back plane. Lift
the module out of your CORIOmaster micro™. Keep the module flat.



Inserting a module into your CORIOmaster micro™
1. Carefully lower the module into your CORIOmaster micro™, and then push the module firmly into the dock

on the back plane.

2. Replace the screws and do them up loosely.

3. Replace the top cover of your CORIOmaster micro™.

4. Tighten all screws.



Creating and editing custom resolutions
You can use CORIOdiscover™ to create and save up to 10 custom resolutions to use on your CORIOmaster™ or
CORIOmatrix™ device. Custom resolutions are for both inputs and outputs. You can get the specific values for
creating a custom resolution from the manufacturer of your source or display.

View standard resolutions and create custom resolutions in the resolution editor of CORIOdiscover™. Open
CORIOdiscover™, select your device, and then select Resolution Editor.

Select a resolution to see detailed information on the right-hand side.
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About custom resolutions

Guidelines for all custom resolutions
n All numeric values are in pixels, unless otherwise stated.

n All numeric values are positive integers, or zero.

n String values may not contain spaces.

n String values may only be valid, printable ASCII characters.

n Strings have a limited number of characters.

n For resolutions with HActive up to and including 1920 pixels, the pixel clock must be between 13.5 MHz
and 162 MHz.

n You can have also have a pixel clock of 297 MHz, on the HDMI output module only.

n The value for active video cannot be zero.

n The maximum size for a resolution created for a DVI module is 1920x1200 @60 Hz.

Supported video standards
n VESA CVT

n CEA-861-D

n VESA DMT

Not supported
You can't create custom resolutions for SDI sources or displays.

Guidelines for 4K custom resolutions
If the HActive value is not divisible by 64, you cannot rotate the output.

The maximum values for a 4K custom resolution are:

n HActive = 3840

n VActive = 2528

n Pixel clock = 297 MHz

Supported values for pixel clocks, for resolutions with HActive > 1920:

n 27 MHz

n 74.175824MHz

n 74.25 MHz

n 148.351648 MHz

n 148.5 MHz

n 260 MHz

n 296.703296 MHz

n 297 MHz

If the pixel clockyour source or display is within 0.0001 MHz of a value in this list, it might work, depending on your other settings. If
you can't see anything on your display, try using the exact values given here.



Guidelines for interlaced custom resolutions
n The vertical front and back porches must be twice the even field.

n The vertical sync pulse must be twice the even value.

Custom resolution options
When you create a custom resolution, you need to enter values for the following options. The values come
from the manufacturer of your source or display.

Option Notes

Name Enter a useful name for your resolution.

General naming rules
Note: it is possible to create more than one custom resolution with the same name.
Check the list of custom resolutions available from Resolutions.

Names:

n Can be 1–23 characters long.

n May only contain valid, printable ASCII characters.

n Must not contain spaces.

Best practice naming rules
For best results, use the name format below:

[width]x[height][scantype][rate][optional]

Where:

n [width] and [height] are values in pixels

n X is the letter x

n [scantype] is i or p

n [rate] is the frame rate, and can contain a decimal point

n [optional] is any additional, optional, text



Option Notes

Scan type Choose between progressive and interlaced scanning.

CEA ID Only enter a value when you define a custom resolution that complies with the CEA-
861-D profile for that value.

The CEA identifier information option (CEA ID) does not affect the custom resolution. It
is there for providing information on the resolution to any connected equipment.

If you enter a value for CEA ID and your custom resolution does not conform to the
CEA format for that value, youmight not see an image on your display.

Pixel Clock Enter a value between 13.5 and 162 MHz, or, for 4K resolutions, see the guidelines for
4K custom resolutions.

Read the guidelines on page 104.

If the specification of your source or display does not include a value for pixel clock,
set the vertical and horizontal frequency instead. See below.

Aspect If you are creating a custom resolution for a CORIOmatrix™ or CORIOmatrix™ mini,
select an aspect ratio from the list. Choose from:

16:9 16:10 16:6
4:3 5:3 64:27
5:4 1:1 256:135

Active pixels Enter a number of pixels between 64 and 3840 to set the width of the visible image.

Enter a number of pixels between 64 and 2528 to set the height of the visible image.

Front Porch The front porch is the gap between the end of the active video and the start of the
sync pulse, in pixels.

Enter a number of pixels between 1 and 2000 to set the horizontal and vertical front
porch.

Sync Pulse The sync pulse identifies the start of each row or frame of video.

Enter a number of pixels between 8 and 500 to set the horizontal sync pulse.

Enter a number of pixels between 10 and 100 to set the vertical sync pulse.

Back Porch The back porch is the gap between the end of the sync pulse and the start of the
active video, in pixels.

Enter a number of pixels between 1 and 2000 to set the horizontal back porch.

Enter a number of pixels between 1 and 100 to set the vertical back porch.

Polarity The sync pulse separates the video fields into positive and negative polarity.

Choose between positive and negative.

Frequency You only need to enter values here if the specification for your source or display
specification does not include a value for pixel clock.

Enter a value in kHz to set the horizontal frequency, and a value in Hz to set the
vertical frequency.



Options for custom resolutions based on the VESA CVT standard

Option Notes

Version Enter the version number of the VESA CVT standard you want to use.

Factor The factor converts your desired frame rate into a vertical frequency. Choose
between 1000 and 1001.

n Select 1000 to make the vertical frequency the same as your desired frame rate.

n Select 1001 if you need a vertical frame rate that does not exactly match your
desired frame rate.

For example, select 1001 if your desired frame rate is 60, but you need a vertical
frequency of 59.94.

Desired Active
pixels

Enter a number of pixels to set the width and height of the displayed area.

The highest resolution we support is 1920x1200p60, with reduced blanking. See the
VESA standard for other CVT standard resolutions.

Desired Frame Rate Enter a frame rate in Hz.

Creating and editing custom resolutions
1. Select your device, and then select Resolution Editor.

2. Enter your administrator username and password.

The default username is admin, and the default password is adminpw.



3. Select custom only.

4. Find an empty custom slot, or choose a custom resolution to edit, and then select Edit.

5. Enter a useful name for your custom resolution.

6. Enter values for any other options as needed.

Read about rules for names and other options on page 105.

Creating a custom resolution from a video standard

Creating a custom resolution from the CEA-861-D or VESA DMT standard
1. From Resolutions, find an empty custom slot, or choose a custom resolution to edit, and then select Edit.

2. Select your standard from the list.



3. Select a resolution from the list.

4. Enter a useful name for your custom resolution.

5. Enter values for any other available options as needed.

Creating a custom resolution from the VESA CVT standard
1. From Resolutions, find an empty custom slot, or choose a custom resolution to edit, and then select Edit.

2. Select your standard from the list.

3. Enter a useful name for your custom resolution.

4. Enter values for any other available options as needed.

Read about rules for names and other options on page 105.

Copying and editing a standard resolution
If you want to create a custom resolution that is only slightly different to a standard resolution, you can copy
the closest resolution and then edit it.

CORIOdiscover™ saves the new custom resolution in the first available empty slot. If there are no empty slots
available, choose which custom resolution to overwrite.



1. From Resolutions, find the resolution closest to the resolution you want, and select Copy.

2. Edit your new custom resolution.

For full instructions, see Creating custom resolutions on page 107.

Deleting a custom resolution
You can't delete a custom resolution, but you can return it to factory default settings, which removes your
custom settings.

n From Resolutions, find the custom resolution you want to delete, and select Reset.



Troubleshooting and FAQs
This section contains frequently asked questions and advice on troubleshooting problems with your
CORIOmaster™. If you can't find the help you need, contact your distributor, and if they can't help, contact
tvONE™ support. Contact details are at the back of this guide.
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Checking and updating the CORIOmaster™ firmware
Youmust be connected to your CORIOmaster™ to check and update firmware.

You check the firmware of your CORIOmaster™ on the Settings window of the CORIOgrapher™ software. You
update the firmware of your CORIOmaster™ on the Update Device window of the CORIOdiscover™ software.

When you update the firmware, any unsaved configuration in CORIOgrapher™ is deleted.Make sure you save any configurations
that you want to keep before you start the updating process.You can also save a backup file on your PC.
Read about saving a backup file on page 53.

Before you start
To install the latest CORIOmaster™ firmware, you need CORIOdiscover™ V1.4 or above. V1.4 of CORIOdiscover™
is available from the CORIOmaster™ C3-540 page at tvone.com/firmware-updates.

Checking your firmware version and downloading new firmware
CORIOdiscover™ warns you if you try to install firmware that is older or the same as your existing firmware. If
you don't want to check your existing firmware version, skip to step 2.

1. In CORIOgrapher™, select > System and look for your current firmware version.

2. Check for newer firmware at tvone.com/firmware-updates.

Select your device from the list and compare the firmware version to your own.

n If you have a CORIOmaster™, select CORIOmaster™ C3-540.

n If you have a CORIOmaster mini™, select CORIOmaster mini™ C3-510.

n If you have a CORIOmaster micro™, select CORIOmaster micro™ C3-503.

3. If your firmware is out of date, download the zipped DAT file.

You don't need to extract the DAT file.

Updating the firmware
1. In CORIOdiscover™, select .

2. Select your CORIOmaster™ from the list and select Update.

3. To save your CORIOmaster™ settings, select Save Device Settings.

When you save your settings, your CORIOmaster™ keeps all your saved configurations and video walls.

http://www.tvone.com/firmware-updates
http://www.tvone.com/firmware-updates
http://www.tvone.com/firmware-updates


4. Enter your administrator login details.

5. Browse to the zipped DAT file that you downloaded.

6. Select Start Update.

When the update is finished, you can log in to your CORIOmaster™ again.

I can't see my CORIOmaster™ in the Discovered CORIOmasters list

What's the problem?
When I tried to find my CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, or CORIOmaster micro™ in the Discovered
CORIOmasters list on the Home window of CORIOgrapher™, I couldn't see it. I tried refreshing the list and it still
wasn't there.

Why does this happen?
There might be a lot of CORIOmaster™ devices on your network and you're having trouble identifying yours.

Your CORIOmaster™ might be on a different network, there might be a problem with your network or firewall,
or youmight be in a high-security environment.

What to do

First try this
If you've got a long list of CORIOmaster™ devices with similar names, try these steps to find out which one is
yours.

1. Write down the list or take a screenshot, and then turn off your CORIOmaster™.

After a few seconds, your CORIOmaster™ should show as offline.

2. If nothing shows as offline, close and open CORIOgrapher™.

3. Compare the list to your screenshot.

If a device is missing, it is most likely your device.

4. Turn on your CORIOmaster™, wait for ten seconds, and see if that device appears again in the list.

You can now select your CORIOmaster™.



Then try this
If your CORIOmaster™ definitely isn't in the Discovered CORIOmasters list, first check your hardware. If your
CORIOmaster™ still isn't in the list, connect directly to your device with an RS-232 serial connection, find the
IP address of your CORIOmaster™, and use that IP address to log in.

You can't connect to a CORIOmaster™ using Ethernet and serial connection at the same time.Make sure you log out when you've
finishedwith the serial connection.

API commands are not case-sensitive.

To check your hardware and firmware
1. Check that your CORIOmaster™ is turned on and the LED on the front panel is green.

2. Turn your CORIOmaster™ off and on again.

3. When the LED on the front panel is green, on the Home window of CORIOgrapher™, select Refresh.

4. Check the Ethernet or serial connectors that connect your CORIOmaster™ to your computer.

5. Check that you are using the latest firmware. Youmight need to update your firmware.

Read about checking and updating your firmware

To find out the IP address of your CORIOmaster™
1. Connect the RS-232 port on your CORIOmaster™ to the RS-232 port on your computer with an RS-232

cable.

2. Open a suitable terminal application, such as puTTY or HyperTerminal.

3. Set your COM port settings to the following:

Speed (baud) 115200
Data bits 8
Stop bits 1
Parity None
Flow control None

4. To log in to the CORIOmaster™ as an administrator, enterlogin(admin,adminpw).

Admin and adminpw are the default administrator login details. If you've changed them, use your own login
details.

5. To check that DHCP is enabled, enterSystem.Comms.Ethernet.DHCP and press Return.

If the Enabled property is set to On, then go to step 6.

If the Enabled property is set to Off, then go to step 7.

6. Find the IP address of your CORIOmaster™ in the IP_Address property and make a note of it.

Go to step 9.

7. EnterSystem.Comms.Ethernet and press Return.

8. Find the IP address of your CORIOmaster™ in the IP_Address property and make a note of it.

9. Enterlogout() and press Return.



To log in to your CORIOmaster™ with an IP address
Log in to your CORIOmaster™ on the Home window of CORIOgrapher™.

1. Select Connect to your device.

2. Enter the IP address that you got from the serial connection, and your administrator login details.

If that doesn't work
There might be a problem with your network or firewall. Talk to your network administrator. Youmight need to
give your CORIOmaster™ a specific IP address.

Read about changing the IP address of your CORIOmaster™ on page 59.

If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE
support at tech.usa@tvone.com or tech.europe@tvone.com.

mailto:tech.usa@tvone.com
mailto:tech.europe@tvone.com


The picture keeps coming and going

What's the problem?
The display is continually dropping the signal and attempting to reconnect. The HDMI status property of the
display switches between Found and Not_Found.

Why does this happen?
You probably have a display or output that doesn't support HDCP (High Definition Copy Protection).

What to do

First try this
1. On the Wall Editor, double-click the display.

2. Select General and set HDCP Mode to KeepOff.

If that doesn't work
If setting HDCP Mode to KeepOff doesn't work, try setting HDCP Mode to FollowSources.



If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE
support at tech.usa@tvone.com or tech.europe@tvone.com.

My Streaming media and 4K playback input module keeps overheating

What's the problem?
I keep seeing an error message that tells me my Streaming media and 4K playback input module is too hot, or
has overheated. The performance of the module is reduced. I've tried restarting my CORIOmaster™.

Why does this happen?
If the environment around the Streaming media and 4K playback input module is too warm, the module runs
above specification, or the fans can't do their job properly, the module can overheat. When the module
becomes hot and there is a risk of overheating, the performance of the module is reduced to lower the
amount of data processed.

What to do

First try this
1. Switch off your CORIOmaster™.

2. Allow your CORIOmaster™ to cool down for at least 20 minutes.

3. Restart your CORIOmaster™.

Then try this
1. Place your hand near each fan outlet in turn and check that air is flowing out of your CORIOmaster™.

2. Check the environment around your CORIOmaster™.

n Is there anything covering the fan outlets?

n Is the space large enough?

n Is there enough ventilation or cooling? For best results, make sure the air around your CORIOmaster™ is
a maximum of 20 °C.

n Is there an air gap all around your CORIOmaster™?

3. If there are any issues with the environment around your CORIOmaster™, switch off your CORIOmaster™ and
allow it to cool down while you fix the issues.

If that doesn't work
Is your Streaming media and 4K playback input module playing media items or streams that are very high
resolution and/or high bitrate? Try reducing the resolution or bitrate as much as you can without losing too
much quality.

If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE
support at tech.usa@tvone.com or tech.europe@tvone.com.

The video signal from my Encoder-100 is delayed

What's the problem?
I am streaming an HDMI™ signal from my Encoder-100. The video is delayed.

Why does this happen?
n If there's no embedded audio in the HDMI signal, but you selected HDMI as your audio source, the video

can be delayed.

mailto:tech.usa@tvone.com
mailto:tech.europe@tvone.com
mailto:tech.usa@tvone.com
mailto:tech.europe@tvone.com


What to do

First try this
1. Double-click a window playing streaming media, and select (Media Player) Manage.

2. Select IP Streams, select your Encoder-100, and select Manage.

3. Select Capture.

4. Select None or Analog from Audio.

If that doesn't work
If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE



support at tech.usa@tvone.com or tech.europe@tvone.com.

I can't hear any audio

What's the problem?
I have a CORIOmaster micro™. I am trying to play audio but I can't hear it.

Why does this happen?
n Youmight be listening to the wrong window.

n The source or output might be muted, or the audio input level turned down low.

n The audio from a media item might not be compatible with your Streaming media and 4K playback input
module.

n There might be a loose connection or problem with your audio device.

What to do

First try this
Check which window is active:

n On the front panel of your CORIOmaster micro™, press and hold the button that corresponds to the window
you want to hear, until it flashes red.

Check if the source is muted or the audio input level is turned down:

1. In CORIOgrapher™, select Wall Editor.

2. Double-click the window playing the source you want to hear.

3. In Properties, check the position of the Audio Level slider.

4. Make sure the Mute Audio option is cleared.

mailto:tech.usa@tvone.com
mailto:tech.europe@tvone.com


Check if the output is muted:

1. From the wall editor, select Audio.

2. Make sure the Mute Audio option is cleared.

Then try this
Check that the button you pressed is mapped to the correct window:

1. In CORIOgrapher™, select  > (Front Panel) Button Mapping.

2. In Window, check which window is mapped to the button you pressed.

3. If the window mapped to that button is not correct, you can choose a different window, or press a different
button on the front panel.

Check the format of your media items:

n If you are playing audio from a Streaming media and 4K playback input module, check the format of your
media items.

The Streaming media and 4K playback input module only supports .mp3 and .aac formats.

n If your media items are not supported, consider converting them.

If that doesn't work
1. Restart your CORIOmaster micro™.

2. Check all hardware connections.

3. Check that your audio device is working. Try plugging in another source.

4. Make sure you are running the latest firmware and software.

Request the latest version of the CORIOgrapher™ software from the Downloads tab at
tvone.com/new-coriographer-videowall-design-software.

Read about updating your firmware on page 112.

If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE
support at tech.usa@tvone.com or tech.europe@tvone.com.

http://www.tvone.com/new-coriographer-videowall-design-software
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I can't update the firmware of my Streaming media and 4K playback
input module

What's the problem?
1. In CORIOdiscover™, I have an error message that tells me one or more of my Streaming media and 4K

playback input modules failed to update.

2. In CORIOgrapher™ I have an error message that tells me the firmware of my Streaming media and 4K
playback input module failed to update. The module status is UPDATEFAILED.

Why does this happen?
n There was an error when you updated the firmware of your CORIOmaster™.

n The firmware download might be corrupted.

n There is a problem with a module.

What to do

First try this
1. Restart your CORIOmaster™.

2. In CORIOgrapher™, select > Module Configuration.

3. For each Streaming media and 4K playback input module, select  > Configure and check the status.

Then try this
1. Download the firmware update again.

Make sure you download the correct version for your CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™, or CORIOmaster
micro™.

2. Repeat the firmware update.

Read more about updating your firmware on page 112.



If that doesn't work
If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE
support at tech.usa@tvone.com or tech.europe@tvone.com.

CORIOgrapher™ can't find or connect to my Encoder-100

What's the problem?
1. I tried to find my Encoder-100 in Media Browser > IP Streams, but it wasn't in the list. I tried to add it

manually with an IP address, but that didn't work either.

2. I can see my Encoder-100, but can't connect to it, or stream media.

Why does this happen?
n Your Encoder-100 might not be on the same network as the PC running CORIOgrapher™. For example, the

Encoder-100 is set to use DHCP and the PC has a static address in a different IP range, or they are on
separate physical networks.

n Your Encoder-100 is behind a router that does not allow UPnP (Universal Plug and Play) or API commands
to pass through.

What to do

First try this
1. Restore the factory default settings of the Encoder-100.

Read about restoring factory default settings on page 37.

2. Change the network settings of the PC running CORIOgrapher™ so that it uses DHCP.

3. Check that the PC running CORIOgrapher™ and your Encoder-100 are on the same physical network.

Then try this
If the PC running CORIOgrapher™ and your Encoder-100 are on different physical networks deliberately, for
example, if you have a dedicated video network, then follow these steps:

1. Put the Encoder-100 and the PC running CORIOgrapher™ on the same network temporarily, and configure
the Encoder-100.

Configure the Encoder-100 with a static IP address.

Read about configuring your Encoder-100 on page 31.

2. Write down the IP address of the stream.

3. Return the Encoder-100 and the PC running CORIOgrapher™ to their original networks.

4. Manually add an IP stream with the IP address you wrote down in step 2.

Read about manually adding streams on page 80.

If that doesn't work
Check that your network settings are correct.

For more help, contact your network administrator.

If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE
support at tech.usa@tvone.com or tech.europe@tvone.com.

mailto:tech.usa@tvone.com
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General troubleshooting checklist
If specific troubleshooting advice isn't helping, or your product has stopped working, go through the points
below. If your product still doesn't work, youmight need to return it for repair.

Read about returning your product on page 123.

1. Make sure your product is set up correctly, as shown in this guide.

2. Check that your cables and equipment are all connected firmly.

3. Check that your product is connected to an electrical outlet that is switched on.

Can you see LED lights on the front of your product?

4. Test your sources by connecting them directly to a display.

5. Test your display by connecting it directly to a source.

6. Test each cable.

7. Try restoring your product to factory default settings.

Note: during factory reset your custom settings are deleted.

8. Try updating your firmware.

Note: during a firmware update your custom settings are deleted.

Returning a product for repair
You can request to return your product to tvONE™ for repair. When you contact tvONE™ support, have the
following information ready.

n Product type

n Serial number of the faulty unit (this is on the underside of the unit)

n Full details of the issue

n Invoice number (if available)

Contact tvONE™ support for your area.

n Customers in North, Central, and South America (NCSA), email tech.usa@tvone.com.

n Customers in Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA), email tech.europe@tvone.com.

n Customers in Asia, email tech.asia@tvone.com.

EMEA and Asia
Customers in EMEA and Asia receive an RMA Request form from tvONE™ support. Complete the form and
return it to tvONE™ support for your area.

All customers
tvONE™ support decides if your product needs to return for repair, and, if needed, provide a return
authorization number.

Send your product to tvONE™ by insured carrier or registered mail. Write your return authorization number on
the outside of the packaging, and on any documents you send with your product.

Youmust arrange and pay for shipping and insurance. Products in transit are your responsibility. tvONE™ does
not accept responsibility for products lost in transit.

Donot return a product for warranty repair without a return authorization number. tvONE™ will not repair your product.

What's the password for my CORIOmaster™?
The default administrator username and password for your CORIOmaster™ are admin and adminpw.

mailto:tech.usa@tvone.com
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Can I use HDMI extenders with CORIOmaster™ output modules?
Yes. You can use HDMI extenders that draw up to 100 mA directly with DVI-I and DVI-U output modules. If you
want to use an HDMI extender that draws more than 100 mA, use an external power supply.

See our range of HDMI extenders at tvone.com/signal-extension-systems.

How large is the internal storage on a Streaming media and 4K playback
input module?
There are two models of Streaming media and 4K playback input module. One comes with 16 GB of internal
storage, the other comes with 128 GB.

How do I find the MAC address of my Streaming media and 4K playback
input module?
You can find the MAC address in Networking. Select > Module Configuration, find the module, and select
 > Configure.

How fast is my connection to the Streaming media and 4K playback
input module?
You can find the connection speed in Networking. Select > Module Configuration, find the module, and
select  > Configure.

Which media formats can I add to a play queue?
You can add media streams, video clips, and still images to a play queue. For the full list of supported formats,
see the specifications.

Read the specification sheet for the Streaming media and 4K playback input module on page 133.

Can I save my play queue?
If you add media items or streams to a play queue and select Save on Device from the wall editor, then when
you restart your CORIOmaster™, the items and streams remain in the play queue.

You can save all your settings, including your play queue, to a backup file on your CORIOmaster™. If you want
to load the same play queue at a later date, you can restore your settings from the backup file. Note: you will
lose any work that you have done since creating the backup file.

From CORIOgrapher™ V2.4 onwards, you can save your play queue as a playlist.

Where would I find the information to create a custom resolution?
You can use CORIOdiscover™ to create custom resolutions. You need information from the manufacturer of
your source or display to create a custom resolution.

Information you need from the manufacturer includes:

n Pixel clock

n Active pixel area

n Front porch

n Back porch

http://www.tvone.com/signal-extension-systems


n Sync pulse

n Polarity

Read about creating custom resolutions on page 103.
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What's new in CORIOgrapher™ V2.5
CORIOgrapher™ V2.5 supports:

n Streaming media with Encoder-100

Read more on page 23.

n Internal storage on the Streaming media and 4K playback input module

Read more on page 93.

CORIOdiscover™ V1.4 supports:

n Creating 4K custom resolutions

Read more on page 103.

Firmware version M404 does not support Genlock. If you need to use Genlock, do not upgrade to this firmware version.

For the full list of new features and things we've fixed, see the release notes.

Release notes are available at tvone.com/firmware-updates.

http://www.tvone.com/firmware-updates


Product specifications
Specifications contain all the details about our products.

In this section

CORIOmaster™ C3-540 specifications 127

CORIOmaster mini™ C3-510 specifications 129

CORIOmaster micro™ C3-503 specifications 131

Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module specifications 133

Encoder-100 specifications 134

CORIOmaster™ C3-540 specifications

Video processing power

ParrallelProcessingArchitecture Yes DisplaySize Compensation Yes, different sizes in videowalls

CORIO™3Video Processing Yes OutputRotation Yes for any outputs and
windows

RealTime VideoQuality Yes ProjectorEdge Blending Yes

Up/Down/Cross Conversion Yes HDCPKeyHandling Yes

NumberofVideowalls 4

Computer input

DigitalDVI Up to 28 via UniversalDVI
(HDMI™ andHDCPcompliant)

Scan Rate Detection Automatic

Analog Up to 28 via UniversalDVI AnalogSignals PC to 1920x1080,HD to 108 p60

Analog Format RGBHV,RGBS,RGsB,YPbPr DVISignals PC to 1920x1200,HD to
1080p60

AnalogSync TTLLevel, 10 KΩ,Pos or Neg MaxHoriz Scan Rate 150 kHz

RGB LevelRange 0.5-2.0 Vp-p

Computer outputs

DVI-ISignals Up to 28 via DVI-I (HDMI and
HDCPcompliant)

SettingsMemory Non-Volatile

Analog Up to 28 via DVI-I Conversion Technology Proprietary –CORIO™3

Analog format RGBHV,RGBS,RGsB,YPbPr Color RGB 24-bit 4:4:4,YPbPr 20-bit
4:2:2, SDI 20 bit 4:2:0

R-G-B Level 0.7Vp-p Max.SamplingRate 162 MHz

DVISignals PC to 1920x1200,HD to
1080p60 w/EDID

FirmwareMemory Upgradeable via download

AnalogSignals PC to 1920x1080,HD to
1080p60

VideoCombFilter Adaptive

Size andPosition User Adjustable VideoAdjustments Contrast, Brightness,RGB
Gamma



HD Video Resolutions supported (DVI, YPbPr, SDI)

720p (1280x720) 23.98,24,25,29.97, 30,50,
59.94,60 Hz

1080p (1920x1080) 23.98,24,25,29.97, 30 Hz

1035i (1920x1035) 59.94,60 Hz 1080p (1920x1080) 50,59.94,60 Hz

1080i (1920x1080) 50,59.94,60 Hz

4K Video Input Resolutions supported (via HDMI)

3840x2160 4:4:4 23.98/24/25/29.97/30 Hz
8-bit

3840x2160 4:2:0 50/59.94/60 Hz 8-bit

4096x2160 4:2:0 50/59.94/60 Hz 8-bit

4K Video Output Resolutions supported (via HDMI)

3840x2160 4:4:4 23.98/24/25/29.97/30 Hz
8-bit

Video inputs

Television Standards NTSC,PAL SD-SDI/HD-SDI Up to 56via BNC

Composite Video Up to 28 via DVI SD-SDI/HD-SDI/3G-SDI Up to 28 via BNC

YC (S-Video) Up to 28 via DVI HDBaseT™ Up to 28 via RJ45

YUV /YPbPr Up to 28 via DVI 4K Up to 28 via HDMI

Video outputs

YUV /YPbPr Up to 28 via DVI-I HDBaseT Up to 28 via RJ45

SD-SDI/HD-SDI/3G-SDI Up to 28 via BNC 4K Up to 14 via HDMI

3G/HD/SD-SDI

SMPTE259M-C 270Mbps <0.1UI jitter (HD-SDIVideo) 720p, 1035i, 1080i, 1080p

(SD-SDIVideo) 525/625Line SMPTE424M 2.97/2.967 Gbps <0.3 UI jitter

SMPTE292M 1.485/1.4835 Gbps <0.2UI jitter (3G-SDIVideo) 1080p60/59.94

Control Methods

RS-232 via D9Female Connector IP Interface RJ45Connector

Dimensions

Size (H xWxD)mm 178 x 482 x 334 Weight (Net), including redundant
PSU,kg

15

Size (H xWxD)inches 7.0 x 19.0 x 13.1 Weight (Net), including redundant
PSU, lbs

33



Environmental

Operating Temperature 0 °C to 40 °C (32 °F to 104 °F) Storage Temperature -10 °C to 70 °C (14 °F to 158 °F)

OperatingHumidity 10% to 85%,non-condensing Storage Humidity 10% to 85%,non-condensing

MTBF Approximately 50,000 hours BTU 1024 BTU/hr

Power

InternalPowerSupply 110 to 240 V, auto-detecting Consumption 300 Wmaximum (fully
populated chassis)

Redundancy Optional Internal PSU

CORIOmaster mini™ C3-510 specifications

Video processing power

ParallelProcessingArchitecture Yes DisplaySize Compensation Yes, different sizes in videowalls

CORIO™3Video Processing Yes OutputRotation Yes for any outputs and
windows

RealTime VideoQuality Yes ProjectorEdge Blending Yes

Up/Down/Cross Conversion Yes HDCPKeyHandling Yes

NumberofVideowalls 4

Computer input

DigitalDVI Up to 10 via UniversalDVI
(HDMI™ andHDCPcompliant)

Scan Rate Detection Automatic

Analog Up to 10 via UniversalDVI AnalogSignals PC to 1920x1080,HD to
1080p60

Analog Format RGBHV,RGBS,RGsB,YPbPr DVISignals PC to 1920x1200,HD to
1080p60

AnalogSync TTLLevel, 10 KΩ,Pos or Neg MaxHoriz Scan Rate 150 kHz

RGB LevelRange 0.5-2.0 Vp-p

Computer outputs

DVI-ISignals Up to 10 via DVI-I (HDMI and
HDCPcompliant)

SettingsMemory Non-Volatile

Analog Up to 10 via DVI-I Conversion Technology Proprietary –CORIO™3

Analog format RGBHV,RGBS,RGsB,YPbPr Color RGB 24-bit 4:4:4,YPbPr 20-bit
4:2:2, SDI 20 bit 4:2:0

R-G-B Level 0.7Vp-p Max.SamplingRate 162MHz

DVISignals PC to 1920x1200,HD to
1080p60 w/EDID

FirmwareMemory Flash, upgradeable via
download.

AnalogSignals PC to 1920x1080,HD to
1080p60

VideoCombFilter Adaptive



Vertical refresh rate Any to 250 Hz VideoAdjustments Contrast, Brightness,RGB
Gamma

Size andPosition User Adjustable

HD Video Resolutions supported (HDMI, DVI, YPbPr, SDI, and HDBaseT™)

720p (1280x720) 23.98,24,25,29.97, 30,50,
59.94,60 Hz

1080i (1920x1080) 50,59.94,60 Hz

1035i (1920x1035) 59.94,60 Hz 1080p (1920x1080) 23.98,24,25,29.97, 30,50,
59.94,60 Hz

4K Video Input Resolutions supported (via HDMI and HDBaseT)

3840x2160 4:4:4 23.98/24/25/29.97/30 Hz
8-bit

3840x2160 4:2:0 50/59.94/60 Hz 8-bit

4096x2160 4:2:0 50/59.94/60 Hz 8-bit

4K Video Output Resolutions supported (via HDMI)

3840x21604:4:4 23.98/24/25/29.97/30 Hz 8-bit

Video inputs

Television Standards NTSC,PAL SD-SDI/HD-SDI/3G-SDI Up to 8 via BNC

Composite Video Up to 10 via DVI HDBaseT Up to 8 via RJ45

YC (S-Video) Up to 10 via DVI 4K30 Up to 8 via HDMI

YUV /YPbPr Up to 10 via DVI 4K60 Up to 4 via HDMI

SD-SDI/HD-SDI Up to 16 via BNC

Video outputs

YUV /YPbPr Up to 10 via DVI-I HDBaseT Up to 10 via RJ45

SD-SDI/HD-SDI/3G-SDI Up to 10 via BNC 4K Up to 5 via HDMI

3G/HD/SD-SDI

SMPTE259M-C 270 Mbps <0.1UI jitter (HD-SDIVideo) 720p, 1035i, 1080i, 1080p

(SD-SDIVideo) 525/625Line SMPTE424M 2.97/2.967 Gbps <0.3 UI jitter

SMPTE292M 1.485/1.4835 Gbps <0.2UI jitter (3G-SDIVideo) 1080p 60/59.94

Control Methods

RS-232 D9Female Connector IP Interface RJ45Connector



Dimensions

Size (H xWxD)mm 45 x 482 x 336 Weight (Net), including redundant
PSU,Kg

5

Size (H xWxD)inches 1.77x 19.0 x 13.25 Weight (Net), including redundant
PSU, lbs

11.03

Environmental

Operating Temperature 0-40 °C (32-104 °F) Storage Temperature -10-70 °C (14-158 °F)

OperatingHumidity 10% to 85%,non-condensing Storage Humidity 10% to 85%,non-condensing

MTBF Approximately 50,000 hours BTU 427BTU/hr

Power

InternalPowerSupply 110 to 240 V, auto-detecting Consumption 125Wmaximum (fully populated
chassis)

Redundancy not available

CORIOmaster micro™ C3-503 specifications

Video processing power

ParallelProcessingArchitecture Yes DisplaySize Compensation Yes, different sizes in videowalls

CORIO™3Video Processing Yes OutputRotation Yes for any outputs and
windows

RealTime VideoQuality Yes ProjectorEdge Blending Yes

Up/Down/Cross Conversion Yes HDCPKeyHandling Yes

NumberofVideowalls 2

Audio

Output S/PDIF Supported sample rates DVI andHDMI sources: 48 kHz

Streams andmedia items in
media player: 32 kHz, 44.1 kHz,
48 kHz

Computer input

DigitalDVI Up to 4 via UniversalDVI (HDMI™
andHDCPcompliant)

Scan Rate Detection Automatic

Analog Up to 4 via UniversalDVI AnalogSignals PC to 1920x1080,HD to
1080p60

Analog Format RGBHV,RGBS,RGsB,YPbPr DVISignals PC to 1920x1200,HD to
1080p60

AnalogSync TTLLevel, 10 KΩ,Pos or Neg MaxHoriz Scan Rate 150 kHz

RGB LevelRange 0.5-2.0 Vp-p



Computer outputs

DVI-ISignals Up to 4 via DVI-I (HDMI and
HDCPcompliant)

SettingsMemory Non-Volatile

Analog Up to 4 via DVI-I Conversion Technology Proprietary –CORIO™3

Analog format RGBHV,RGBS,RGsB,YPbPr Color RGB 24-bit 4:4:4,YPbPr 20-bit
4:2:2, SDI 20 bit 4:2:2

R-G-B Level 0.7Vp-p Max.SamplingRate 162MHz

DVISignals PC to 1920x1200,HD to
1080p60 w/EDID

FirmwareMemory Flash, upgradeable via
download

AnalogSignals PC to 1920x1080,HD to
1080p60

VideoCombFilter Adaptive

Vertical refresh rate Any to 250 Hz VideoAdjustments Contrast, Brightness,RGB
Gamma

HD Video Resolutions supported (HDMI, DVI, YPbPr, SDI, and HDBaseT™)

720p (1280x720) 23.98,24,25,29.97, 30,50,
59.94,60 Hz

1080i (1920x1080) 50,59.94,60 Hz

1035i (1920x1035) 59.94,60 Hz 1080p (1920x1080) 23.98,24,25,29.97, 30,50,
59.94,60 Hz

4K Video Input Resolutions supported (via HDMI and HDBaseT)

3840x21604:4:4 23.98/24/25/29.97/30 Hz 8-bit 3840x21604:2:0 50/59.94/60 Hz 8-bit

4096x21604:2:0 50/59.94/60 Hz 8-bit

4K Video Output Resolutions supported (via HDMI)

3840x21604:4:4 23.98/24/25/29.97/30 Hz 8-bit

Video inputs

Television Standards NTSC,PAL SD-SDI/HD-SDI/3G-SDI Up to 4 via BNC

Composite Video Up to 4 via DVI HDBaseT Up to 4 via RJ45

YC (S-Video) Up to 4 via DVI 4K30 Up to 4 via HDMI

YUV /YPbPr Up to 4 via DVI 4K60 Up to 2 via HDMI

SD-SDI/HD-SDI Up to 8 via BNC

Video outputs

YUV /YPbPr Up to 4 via DVI-I HDBaseT Up to 4 via RJ45

SD-SDI/HD-SDI/3G-SDI Up to 4 via BNC 4K Up to 2 via HDMI



3G/HD/SD-SDI

SMPTE259M-C 270 Mbps <0.1UI jitter (HD-SDIVideo) 720p, 1035i, 1080i, 1080p

(SD-SDIVideo) 525/625Line SMPTE424M 2.97/2.967 Gbps <0.3 UI jitter

SMPTE292M 1.485/1.4835 Gbps <0.2UI jitter (3G-SDIVideo) 1080p 60/59.94

Control Methods

RS-232 D9Female Connector IP Interface RJ45Connector

Dimensions

Size (H xWxD)mm 44 x 217x 244 Weight (Net), includingCPU,Kg 1.3

Size (H xWxD)inches 1.77x 8.54 x 9.61 Weight (Net), includingCPU, lbs 2.87

Environmental

Operating Temperature 0-40 °C (32-104 °F) Storage Temperature -10-70 °C (14-158 °F)

OperatingHumidity 10% to 85%,non-condensing Storage Humidity 10% to 85%,non-condensing

MTBF Approximately 50,000 hours BTU 205BTU/hr

Power

ExternalPowerSupply 110-240 V, auto-detecting Consumption 60 Wmaximum (fully populated
chassis)

Redundancy not available

Streaming media and 4K playback input module specifications

Streaming media and 4K playback input module

Modules available CORIOmaster™: up to 5

CORIOmaster mini™: up to 2

CORIOmaster micro™: up to 2

ColorDepth 4:2:0, 4:2:2

Interface 1x GbE Ethernet port per
module

Supported IPResolutions Configurable to
1920x1080p @60 Hz

IPVideoDecoding H.264 (CBP,Main,High),
H.265/HEVC1 (Main)

UnicastStreams RTSP,RTMP,HTTP,MPEG-TS

IPBit Rates 2x streams per module, up to
25 Mbs per stream

Multicast Streams RTSP,MPEG-TS

Media/Images

Interfaces 1x USB 3.0, internal storage,
networkper module

Multimedia container formats .mp4, .mov, .mkv, .m4v, .ts, .mts,
.m2ts, .mt2

VideoCodecs H.264 (CBP,Main,High),
H.265/HEVC1 (Main)

PlaybackBit Rates Single stream to 100 Mbs (per
module),Dual Streams to
40 Mbs (per module)



Audio

Audio formats mp3, aac

File Playback Resolutions Supported

Up to 4096x2160 @30 Hz 1 per module Up to 1080p60 @60 Hz 2per module

Media Handling

External 1x USB 3.0 interface per module Internal High speed storage at 16 or
128 GB per module

Supported devices Flash file systems FAT, FAT32,
ext3, ext4,NTFS

Remote File transfer supported

Still image support

Up to 7680x4320 Rendered to 4K Supported file types JPEG,PNG,BMP

Encoder-100 specifications

Encoder

Video Input: HDMI w/ L-PCM audio Audio Support: L-PCM audio via HDMI

Resolutions: n up to 1920x1080p60

n 1920x1200

Audio Line-In: 3.5 mm analog stereo audio

VideoOutput (loop out): HDMI w/ L-PCM audio, Audio Line-Out (loop out): 3.5 mm analog stereo audio

Previewmode: w/ optional scaling;HDMI™ and
VGA

NetworkConnector: RJ45

BitRates: 100 Kbps to 20 Mbps Compression Standard: H.264/Mpeg4 Part 10 (AVC)

Channels: 1

Dimensions

Size (H xWxD)mm 30 x 220 x 107 Weight (Net),Kg 0.75

Size (H xWxD)inches 1.2 x 8.7 x 4.2 Weight (Net), lbs 1.65

Environmental

Operating Temperature 0-45 °C (32-113 °F) Storage Temperature -40-55 °C (-40-131 °F)

OperatingHumidity 20% to 80%,non-condensing Storage Humidity 5% to 95%,non-condensing

MTBF Approximately 1,118,000 hours
at 40 °C

Power

Power in 100-240 VAC Powerconnector 15WDIN4 locking power
connector



Powerout 5VDC

End user license agreement for CORIOgrapher™
BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING OR USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THIS END
USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (the “Agreement”). IF YOU DONOT AGREE, DO NOT INSTALL, COPY OR
USE THE SOFTWARE; YOU MUST DELETE OR DESTROY ANY COPY IN YOUR POSSESSION OR
CONTROL. This Agreement is between you (“you” or “your”) and tvONE™ Ltd, a limited company incorporated
in England and Wales (registration number 1973948) having its registered office at Continental Approach,
Westwood Ind. Est, Margate, Kent CT9 4JG (“Licensor”), for CORIOgrapher™ software that accompanies this
Agreement, including all associated media, printed or electronic documentation (collectively, the “Software”).

1. License Grants. During the term of this Agreement and conditioned upon your full compliance with all of the
Agreement’s terms and conditions, Licensor grants to you the following licenses:

1.1 Software. Licensor grants to you a personal, nonexclusive, nonsublicensable, nontransferable revocable
license to install and use the Software solely in conjunction with Licensor’s or its affiliates’ products
(“Products”).

1.2 Documentation. Licensor grants to you a personal, nonexclusive, nonsublicensable, nontransferable,
revocable license to make and use a reasonable number of copies of documentation provided with the
Software for your internal use in connection with your use of the Software; provided that you reproduce all
copyright and other proprietary notices that are on the original copies.

2. License Limitations. The license(s) granted in Section 1 are conditioned upon your compliance with the
following limitations:

2.1 Reverse Engineering. Youmay not decompile, decipher, disassemble, reverse engineer or otherwise
attempt to access source code of the Software, or circumvent any technical limitations in the Software that
limit or restrict use of the Software, except as expressly permitted by applicable law notwithstanding this
limitation.

2.2 No Distribution, Rental or Transfer. Youmay not distribute, rent, lease, lend, transfer, sub-license, disclose
or otherwise provide (except as provided herein) the Software to any third party, except that the initial owner
of a Product with respect to which the Software is initially used may make a one-time permanent transfer of
this Agreement and Software to another end user, provided the initial user retains no copies of the Software.
This transfer must include all of the Software (including all component parts, the media and printed materials,
documentation, any upgrades and this Agreement). The transfer may not be an indirect transfer, such as a
consignment. In the event you rent or lease Products, you may provide the Software to a third party to whom
you rent or lease such Products (“Product Renter”) during the rental term of such a Product. Before the one
time transfer or providing the Software to a Product Renter, the end user receiving the Software must agree to
all the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

2.3 No Modification or Derivative Works. Youmay not modify or create derivative works of the Software, in
whole or in part.

2.4 Proprietary Notices. Youmay not remove any proprietary notices or labels on the Software or any copy
thereof.

2.5 Non-Permitted Uses. Without limiting any of the foregoing, youmay not make any use of the Software in
any manner not expressly permitted by this Agreement.

3. Reservation of Rights and Ownership. Licensor, its parent or its affiliates own all right, title and interest,
including all intellectual property rights, in and to the Software and reserve all rights not expressly granted to
you in this Agreement. The Software is protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws and
treaties.

4. Additional Software or Services. This Agreement applies to updates, supplements, add-on components of
the Software that Licensor may, in its sole discretion, provide or make available to you (“Update”). If Licensor
provides additional terms along with the Update, those terms will apply to the Update.

5. Termination. This Agreement will automatically terminate seven (7) calendar days following notice to you of
your breach of any of this Agreement’s terms and conditions. In the event of termination, youmust
immediately destroy all copies of the Software, and the following Sections of this Agreement will survive:
Sections 2, 3 and 5 to 11.

6. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. TO THE MAXIMUMEXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW THE
SOFTWARE AND SUPPORT SERVICES ARE PROVIDED AS IS AND WITH ALL FAULTS. LICENSOR AND



ITS PARENT, AFFILIATES AND SUPPLIERS HEREBY DISCLAIMALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND
CONDITIONS,WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
DUTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. ALSO,
THERE IS NOWARRANTY OR CONDITION OF TITLE, QUIET ENJOYMENT, QUIET POSSESSION,
CORRESPONDENCE TODESCRIPTION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, LACKOF VIRUSES OR BUGS,
ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF RESPONSES OR RESULTSWITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE OR
SUPPORT SERVICES. LICENSOR AND ITS PARENT, AFFILIATES AND SUPPLIERS DONOT WARRANT
THAT THE OPERATION OF THE SOFTWARE WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE OR THAT ANY
DEFECTSWILL BE CORRECTED. THE ENTIRE RISK ARISING OUT OF THE SOFTWARE AND SUPPORT
SERVICES REMAINSWITH YOU.

7. EXCLUSIONS OF CERTAIN DAMAGES; LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY. IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR OR
ITS PARENT, AFFILIATES OR SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE,
INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, DAMAGES
TO YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEMOR OTHER SYSTEMS, LOSS OF DATA, GOODWILL, USE OR OTHER
LOSSES) ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE SOFTWARE, THE PROVISION OF OR
FAILURE TO PROVIDE SERVICES OR THIS AGREEMENT, REGARDLESS OF THE CAUSE OF ACTION OR
THE BASIS OF THE CLAIMAND EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF THE
DAMAGES OR REMEDIES FAIL OF THEIR ESSENTIAL PURPOSE. LICENSOR AND ITS PARENT,
AFFILIATES AND SUPPLIERS BEAR NO LIABILITY FOR ANY DAMAGES RESULTING FROMUSE OR
ATTEMPTED USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR SUPPORT SERVICES.

LICENSOR’S AND ITS PARENT’S, AFFILIATES’ AND SUPPLIERS’ ENTIRE LIABILITY UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT AND YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY WILL BE LIMITED TO THE ACTUAL DAMAGES YOU
INCUR IN REASONABLE RELIANCE ON THE SOFTWARE AND SUPPORT SERVICES UP TO THE PRICE
YOU PAID FOR THE SOFTWARE. NO ACTION, REGARDLESS OF FORM, RELATING TO THE SOFTWARE
OR SUPPORT SERVICES MAY BE BROUGHT BY YOU MORE THAN ONE YEAR AFTER YOU HAVE
KNOWLEDGE OF THE OCCURRENCE WHICH GIVES RISE TO THE CAUSE OF ACTION.

NOTHING IN THIS SECTION 7 SHALL BE DEEMED TO LIMIT OR EXCLUDE ANY LIABILITY FOR: DEATH
OR PERSONAL INJURY CAUSED BY NEGLIGENCE; OR FRAUD.

8. U.S. Government License Rights. Software provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations
issued on or after December 1, 1995 is provided with the commercial license rights and restrictions described
in this Agreement. Software provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations issued prior to
December 1, 1995 is provided with “Restricted Rights” as provided for in FAR, 48 CFR 52.227-14 (JUNE 1987) or
DFAR, 48 CFR 252.227-7013 (OCT 1988), as applicable.

9. Compliance with Law; Export Restrictions. You will comply with all applicable international and national
laws, rules and regulations that apply to the Software and your use of the Software, including the U.S. Export
Administration Regulations, as well as end user, end use, and destination restrictions issued by U.S. or other
governments.

10. Governing Law and Jurisdiction. This Agreement will be construed and controlled by Ohio law, without
giving effect to its conflict of law provisions. Each party consents to exclusive jurisdiction and venue in the
state and federal courts in Hamilton, Ohio for any and all disputes, claims and actions arising from or in
connection with the Software and this Agreement. The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods does not apply to this Agreement. The Uniform Computer Information
Transactions Act does not apply to the Agreement.

11. General.

11.1 Titles and Terminology. The section titles in this Agreement are used solely for the parties’ convenience
and have no legal or contractual significance. Any list of examples following "including" or "e.g.," is illustrative
and not exhaustive, unless qualified by terms like "only" or "solely."

11.2 No Waiver. Licensor’s failure to act with respect to a breach by you or others does not waive its right to act
with respect to subsequent or similar breaches. No waiver of any provision of this Agreement will be effective
unless it is in a signed writing, and no waiver will constitute a waiver of any other provision(s) or of the same
provision on another occasion.

11.3 Survival of Terms. If a court of competent jurisdiction holds any term, covenant or restriction of this
Agreement to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, in whole or in part, the remaining terms, covenants and
restrictions will remain in full force and effect and will in no way be affected, impaired or invalidated.

11.4 Assignment. Youmay not assign, transfer or sublicense this Agreement or your rights (if any) under this
Agreement. This Agreement will be binding upon all successors and assigns.

11.5 Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between you and Licensor with
respect to the Software (including support services (if any)) and merges all prior and contemporaneous



communications and proposals, whether electronic, oral or written, between you and Licensor with respect to
the Software.

11.6 Authority to Bind. You represent that you have validly entered into this Agreement and have the power
and authority to do so.

11.7 Force Majeure. Licensor shall not be responsible for failure or delay of performance if caused by: an act of
war, hostility, or sabotage; act of God, pandemic, electrical, internet, or telecommunication outage that is not
caused by Licensor; government restrictions (including the denial or cancellation of any export, import or other
license); or other event outside the reasonable control of Licensor.

11.8 Right to Update Terms. Licensor may update the terms of the Agreement without prior notice to you in
order to, among other things, reflect changes in laws, regulations, rules, technology, industry practices,
patterns of system use, and availability of content.

11.9 Independent Contractors. Licensor is an independent contractor and you agree that no partnership, joint
venture, or agency relationship exists between you and Licensor. Each party will be responsible for paying its
own employees, including employment related taxes, and insurance.

11.10 Third Parties. This Agreement is personal to the parties. For the purposes of the Contracts (Rights of Third
Parties) Act 1999, this Agreement is not intended to and does not give any person who is not a party to it any
right to enforce any of its provisions.

Contact us
If you have any questions about this Agreement, or want to contact Licensor for any reason, please direct all
correspondence to:

tvONE Limited Legal Department

621 Wilmer Avenue

Cincinnati

OH 45226

For customer support please contact:

tech.usa@tvone.com or tech.europe@tvone.com

Regulatory compliance for CORIOmaster™, CORIOmaster mini™,
CORIOmaster micro™, Encoder-100, and all input and output modules
This product has been tested for compliance with appropriate FCC and CE rules and regulations. The power
adapter and supply has been tested for compliance with appropriate UL, CUL, CE, PSE, GS, rules, regulations
and/or guidelines. This product and its power adapter is RoHS compliant.

WEEE directive
The wheelie bin symbol on this product or its packaging indicates that this product shall not be treated as
household waste. In line with EU Directive 2012/19/EU for waste electrical and electronic equipment
(WEEE), this electrical product must not be disposed of as unsorted municipal waste. Dispose of this
product by returning it to the point of sale, or to your local municipal collection point for recycling. Doing
this helps conserve our environment.

mailto:tech.usa@tvone.com
mailto:tech.europe@tvone.com


Contact us
www.tvone.com

info@tvone.com

tvONE NCSA

North, Central, and South America
621 Wilmer Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45226 USA
Tel +1 859-282-7303
Fax +1 859-282-8225
Sales: sales@tvone.com
Support: tech.usa@tvone.com

tvONE EMEA

Europe, Middle East, Africa, and Asia Pacific
Unit V Continental Approach, Westwood Industrial Estate, Margate, Kent, CT9 4JG, UK
Tel +44 01843 873311
Sales: sales.europe@tvone.com
Support: tech.europe@tvone.com

Information in this document is subject to changewithout notice.No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted in any formor anymeans electronic ormechanical, including photocopying and recording for any purpose other than the
purchaser's personal usewithout thewritten permission of tvONE.

Copyright ©2017 tvONE.All rights reserved.
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Video Wall Worksheet 

What is my display layout?  In the space above, draw a picture showing what kind of wall you have in mind.  
Show both the displays you have in mind as well as the video windows that you would like to show. 

What am I trying to accomplish with this video 
wall? _________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  

How many displays or outputs are needed? ____  

How many monitors are needed? ___________  

How many projectors are needed? __________  

How many LED walls are needed? ___________  

Is edge blending required? ________________  

What is the blending overlap size? ___________  

What are the sizes of the displays? __________ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 

What are the bezel sizes for the monitors? ____ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 

What are the native resolutions of the displays? 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 
 ____________________________________ 



 

 

How many source signals or inputs are required?  
 
What are the source signal types? ___________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 
What are the source resolutions? ____________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 
What are the frame rates of the inputs? 
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
 _____________________________________  
Will the signal feeds be available at all times that 
the video wall is in operation? ______________  
 _____________________________________   
 

Is there any switching or processing before the 
signal enters the video wall processor?  ______  
 
How many windows will be required for the video 
wall?  Include all windows even windows that are 
not active at all times. ____________________  
 ____________________________________  
 
What level of quality is required for each window?  
Not all windows can have the highest quality in 
most cases. ___________________________  
 ____________________________________  
 ____________________________________  
 ____________________________________  
 ____________________________________  
 ____________________________________  
 ____________________________________  
 
Are presets (video switching, source transitions, 
window movement) required for the video wall?  
 ____________________________________   
 
What type of control system will operating the 
wall, if any?  ___________________________  
 

 
In the spaces below, draw your preset destinations with window and transition attributes noted. 
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